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1. Introduction – context of the study  

 

This study on the areas for recreational fishing, tangible and intangible cultural 

heritage and also on the accommodation and dining units in the area of interest of the 

project in Romania and Bulgaria, is elaborated by Cult Market Research as part of the 

"Fishing - cross-border touristic opportunity / product and sustainable use of the natural 

heritage and resources" Project. 

The aim of this study is to create databases containing recreational fishing areas, 

tangible and intangible cultural heritage, accommodation units, dining units in the 

geographical area of interest of the project and the analysis of these data, leading to a 

proposal of 6 package holidays in the project area. They are meant to exploit the tangible 

and intangible cultural heritage along with the recreational fishing areas to increase the 

number of visitors and overnight stays in the area. 

 

2. Methodology 

 

The study methodology was elaborated in accordance with the specifications 

contained in the request received, and served to elaborate a professional study on 

recreational fishing as a tourist destination in the targeted areas, on the Romanian and 

Bulgarian territory. The study was drawn up based on the inventory of cross-border fishing 

areas as well as of the existing accommodation units, dining establishments, cultural 

heritage, road accessibility and tourism development potential.  
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2.1. Type of study 

 

Quantitative method (sociological survey) to allow statistical analysis of the data. 

Area of interest – counties: Calarasi, Giurgiu and Teleorman and districts: Silistra, 

Rousse and Veliko Tarnovo. 

Method of data collection - desk research and requests made to public institutions 

to identify the heritage objectives and area for recreational fishing. 

2.2. Stages of elaboration 

 

Stage I – Elaboration of a data base with the recreational fishing areas on the 

Romanian and Bulgarian territories. 

Stage II – Study on the tangible and intangible cultural heritage, as well as on the 

accommodation and dining units in Calarasi, Giurgiu and Teleorman Counties and Silistra, 

Rousse and Veliko Tarnovo District in Bulgaria and elaboration of a Data base with the 

tourist attractions, accommodation and dining units – Intermediate report no. 2 - 

elaboration of a database and study on the tangible and intangible cultural heritage, as well 

as on the accommodation and dining facilities in Romania (Calarasi, Giurgiu and Teleorman 

counties) and the area of interest in Bulgaria (Silistra, Rousse and Veliko Tarnovo districts). 

Stage III – Joint study Romania-Bulgaria regarding the tangible and intangible 

cultural heritage and also the accommodation and dining units in the area of interest of the 

project. Within this stage, the data from the Study on the Romanian area of interest and 

the Study on the Bulgarian area of interest were corroborated, resulting in 6 proposals for 

package holidays (this document). 
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2.3. Deliverables 

 

Deliverables elaborated by Cult Market Research were in line with the proposed steps 

of research. 

1. Intermediate report no. 1 – elaboration of a data base with the recreational 

fishing areas and inventory of the fish species in the Romanian area of interest (Counties 

Calarasi, Giurgiu and Teleorman) – delivered on February 1st, 2019. 

2. Intermediate report no. 2 – elaboration of a data base and study on the tangible 

and intangible cultural heritage and also the accommodation and dining units in the area of 

interest in Romania (Counties Calarasi, Giurgiu and Teleorman) – delivered on February 

15th, 2019. 

Together with the elaboration of the databases related to the Romanian territory, 

the corresponding databases for the targeted territory in Bulgaria were elaborated as well. 

3. Final report no. 3 - Joint study for the Romania-Bulgaria region regarding areas 

for recreational fishing, inventory of fish species, tangible and intangible cultural heritage, 

accommodation and dining units in the area of interest of the project in Romania and 

Bulgaria; the study contains 6 (six) proposals for package holidays covering areas from both 

Romania and Bulgaria – this document, delivered on March 15th, 2019. 
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3. Geographical description of the area of interest 

 

The area of interest of the study contains the territories of the counties close to the 

Bulgarian border, respectively: Teleorman, Giurgiu and Calarasi, as well as the 

corresponding areas in Bulgaria: districts Silistra, Rousse and Veliko Tarnovo. The area 

enjoys a high tourist potential, but it is not exploited enough. 

 Teleorman County is located entirely in the Romanian Plain, the meadow from 

the Danube Meadow being its most notable landscape. The tourist potential of 

Teleorman County is represented only by the Natura 2000 sites, located near 

the Danube River.  

 Giurgiu County, also located in the Romanian Plain, stands out through the 

presence of the Comana Natural Park, which has already become an 

established tourist attraction. The most suitable periods for tourism are from 

May to August and November to December.  

 Calarasi County is located in the Southern Bărăgan Plain, its territory housing 

numerous ponds and lakes. Being bordered by the Danube and the Borcea arm, 

the landscape contains wild islands, lakes and ponds that are largely exploited 

during weekend-tourism. The tourist potential of the area is high.  

 Silistra district is a region (oblast) in northeast Bulgaria. Its neighbors are 

Dobrich, Shumen, Razgrad and Rousse districts. It is situated on the Bulgaria-

Romania border. Its capital is the homonymous city. 

 Veliko Tarnovo is a district (oblast) in northern Bulgaria. It is bordered by the 

districts Rousse, Targovishte, Sliven, Stara Zagora, Gabrovo, Loveci and 

Pleven. It is situated on the border of Bulgaria with Romania. Its capital is the 

homonymous city. 
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 Rousse is a district (oblast) in northen Bulgaria, close to the Danube. It 

neighbors the districts of Razgrad, Targovishte and Veliko Tarnovo. Its capital 

is the homonymous city. 

 

3.1. Teleorman County 

 

Teleorman is a county in the Muntenia region, located in southern Romania. The 

county seat is Alexandria Municipality. It borders the counties of Olt, Argeş, Dâmboviţa and 

Giurgiu. The county's population has fallen by 24% since 1992 until present day. According 

to the census data from 1992, Teleorman had a population of 483,840 people. In 2011, the 

county counted only 360.178 inhabitants. 

Teleorman County is one of the southern counties of Romania, being located in the 

Romanian Plain. With an area of approximately 578,978 ha, ranks 19th in the country, 

representing 2,4% of the country's surface. From an administrative point of view, Teleorman 

County is divided into 236 human settlements, organized in 89 localities, of which five are 

urban settlements. 

Alexandria Municipality was founded in 1834. Situated at the intersection of some 

important commercial roads in the south of Romania, since 1968 Alexandria Municipality is 

the county seat. 

Turnu Magurele Municipality was founded in the 15th century on the ruins of a 

Roman fortress. It is a port-town on the Danube. 

Rosiorii de Vede Municipality was one of the oldest Romanian markets, dating back 

to the 14th century. It is the former county seat, and today is a shopping center. 

The city of Zimnicea dates back to 3rd century BC. It is a port-town on the Danube, 

with traditional connections in the grain trade. 

The city of Videle is a new city, set up in an oil extraction area. 
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The public roads network crossing the county, adding-up to 1,518 km, connects the 

main municipalities and cities with the county capital, as well as with the rest of the 

country. 

 

Hence: 

National roads: DN 51 - Alexandria - Zimnicea, DN 51 A - Zimnicea - Turnu Măgurele, 

DN 52 - Alexandria - Turnu Magurele, DN 65 - Roşiorii de Vede - Turnu Magurele and DN 54 

- Corabia - Turnu Magurele. 

County roads cross the county from North to South and from East to West. Villages 

and townships are also connected through communal roads, and also connect them with the 

important centers. 

The railway network is 336 km long and crosses the county North-East to South 

West: Rail artery no. 1 Bucharest - Craiova - Timisoara, with double electrified railway; 

South to North - simple, non - electrified railway, on routes such as Zimnicea - Roşiorii de 

Vede, Turnu Magurele - Roşiorii de Vede - Costeşti (Argeş County). Rosiorii de Vede 

Municipality is a major railway junction. 

Ports: Danube is both the county's border and also the national border with Bulgaria, 

being at the same time an important navigation artery. There are two ports on the Danube: 

Turnu Magurele at km 597, equipped with mooring facilities, and Zimnicea at km 553. 

Between Turnu Magurele and Nikopol (Bulgaria) there is the ferry for passengers. A future 

development of this crossing point is envisaged as a result of setting-up the port and free-

zone, as well as the construction of the ferry on an area of 22 ha. 
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Teleorman County 

 

 

The territory of Teleorman County belongs entirely to the Romanian Plain, 

occupying its central-southern part. The local dislevelments are small, not exceeding 20-30 

m. The general slope of the plain, approx. 1.5 o/oo, is facing NNV-SSE, which is also marked 

by the hydrographic network. Although on the whole the relief appears to be relatively 

uniform, with the Danube's lower meadow standing out more significantly, a series of 

regional differentiations are nonetheless revealed, caught in the three subunits of the 
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Romanian Plain, interfering along the Vedea Valley: the Boianu, Burnas and Găvanu-Burdea 

plains.  

The Danube meadow stands out as a unique unit, both by its lower altitudes (20-24 

m) and also by its remarkable landscape. It consists of a plane alluvial lowland. To the 

North, the Danube's alluvial lowland continues along the Olt and Vedei rivers, through their 

plain and wide meadows. 

The main hydrographic arteries are represented by the Danube River, which forms 

the southern border of the territory, and the Olt river, which drains the southwest of the 

county only with its terminal sector. Most of the territory however, is drained by systems 

Vedea, Calmăţui (Argeş tributary), Glavacioc and, to a very small extent in the north-east, 

by Dâmbovnic. These systems also include the following rivers: Teleorman, Urlui, Siu, 

Sericu, Nanov, Bratcov, Burdea, Câinelui, Claniţa. The density of the hydrographic network, 

reduced in general, varies between 0,2 - 0,3 km / sqkm in the Boianu and Găvanu - Burdea 

plains, and under 0.1 km / sqkm in the Burnas plain. Lakes are represented by both natural 

and artificial lakes. The natural lakes, numerous in the past along the Danube, have been 

reduced as a consequence of embankment and drainage of the river's meadow, currently 

remaining only a few. Amongst these, Lake Suhaia is arranged as a pond. Artificial lakes are 

represented by numerous ponds and fishponds set-up in the river meadows. 

55 areas for recreational fishing were identified in Teleorman county. The most 

common fish species found in Teleorman County are: carp, crucian carp, cteno, bighead 

carp, zander, catfish, pike and flatfish. Other fish species are also found, such as: rudd, 

bleak, roach, tench or even sterlet. The sterlet is a species of sturgeon and it is prohibited 

to fish them on the Danube, together with all sturgeon species. The sterlet can be fished 

legally only within fishponds. In case of accidental catches in the Danube, the fish must be 

released into the water.  
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Teleorman – tourist attractions 

 

Data source: http://www.hartis.ro/tr/  

 

120 tourist attractions were identified in Teleorman county. The main 

monuments and tourist attractions are: 

 Ciuperceni archeological site (Stone Age - Paleolithic) 

 Fortress of Frumoasa (14th century, Medieval Age) 

 Orbeasca de Sus Archaeological Site (Bronze Age, Iron Age) 

 Medieval Fortress of Turnu (1394-1829) 

 Putineiu Earth-fortification (Roman Age) 

 Roşiorii de Vede Earth-fortification (Roman Era) 
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 Vitănești Settlement (Eneolithic, Gumelniţa Culture) 

 Zimnicea archaeological site (Bronze Age, Hallstatt, Medieval Age) 

 "Sf. Alexander" Episcopal Cathedral (1869-1898) 

 "Assumption of the Virgin" Church in Balaci (1684) 

 Noica Mansion from Ştorobăneasa (19th century) 

 "St. Apostle and Evangelist Luke " Church in Brânceni (1850) 

 The wooden church of "Pious Paraschiva" in Bujoreni (1711) 

 The "Nativity of the Virgin Mary" Church, "St. John the Baptist" Church from 

Săceni (1843) 

 The wooden church of "Sf. Dumitru" from Siliștea (1797) 

 "St. Archangels Michael and Gabriel" from Buzescu (1860) 

 "St. Dumitru" Church of the former Drăgăneşti Monastery (1647) 

 "Assumption of the Virgin" Church from Dideşti (19th century) 

 The wooden church "Pious Paraschiva" from Scurtu Mare (1859) 

 Plăviceni (Aluniș) Monastery from Plopii-Slăviteşti (1648) 

 Costea's Fortified Manor from Frăsinet (18th century) 

 The wooden church "Sf. Nicholas" from Băbăița (1808) 

 "St. Nicholas" Church of Islaz (1830 - 1837) 

 The wooden church "Sf. Kings" of Purani (1810) 

 The wooden church "Sf. Nicholas" in Sârbeni (1778) 

 The wooden church "Sf. Nicholas" from Blejeşti (1812) 

 "St. Archangels Michael and Gabriel" from Smârdioasa (1824) 

 The wooden church "Sf. Nicholas" of Mârzăneşti (1815) 

 "St. Haralambie" Church from Turnu Măgurele (1905) 

 "Pious Paraschiva" Church in Turnu Măgurele (1862) 
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 The wooden church „Pious Paraschiva” from Videle (1782) 

 The Statue of the Dorobanț Soldier, Turnu Măgurele (1907) 

 

67 accommodation and dining units were identified in Teleorman County. They are 

mainly distributed within the 5 cities in the county.  

 

3.2. Giurgiu County 

 

Giurgiu is a county in the historical region of Muntenia, located in southern Romania. 

The county seat is Giurgiu Municipality. Giurgiu county is bordered by Teleorman, 

Dâmboviţa, Ilfov and Călăraşi counties. Giurgiu county is composed of 3 cities: Giurgiu (the 

county seat), Bolintin-Vale and Mihăileşti. 

The city of Giurgiu was founded in the 4th century, as a port on the Danube by the 

Genovese traders who ventured here to build a small commercial outpost; they built a bank 

and a market for silk and velvet. The city was named after the patron saint of Genova, Saint 

George (San Giorgio in Italian), from whom comes the present name. Giurgiu was first 

mentioned in Codex Latinus Parisinus document in 1394, during the reign of Mircea the 

Elder. In 1420 it was conquered by the Ottoman Empire who wanted to gain control of the 

traffic on the Danube. The Ottomans called Giurgiu "Yergöğü". 

 

Being a fortified city, Giurgiu played an important role in the frequent wars between 

Romanians and Turks for the control of the Danube, especially in the attempts of Michael 

the Brave to stop the Turkish attacks, and later in the Russian-Turkish wars. In 1659 Giurgiu 

burned to the ground.  
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In 1829 its walls and fortifications were completely destroyed, so the only remaining 

defense was the castle located on the island of Slobozia, connected to the shore by a bridge. 

 

Giurgiu County 

 

 

 

 

The first railway in the United Principalities of Moldavia and Wallachia was built 

between Bucharest and Giurgiu, the Giurgiu station being inaugurated on November 1st, 

1869. Until the communist regime was established in Romania, Giurgiu was the county seat 
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of Vlașca. The pan-European railway artery starting from Ostende (Belgium), passes through 

Berlin, Prague, Budapest, Bucharest, Giurgiu, Rousse, Sofia, Istanbul, and via Thessaloniki 

connects with Athens. 

Between 1952-1954, the communist regime, supported by the USSR, built the 

Giurgiu-Rousse Bridge (also called the Friendship Bridge), the first bridge over the Danube 

that connects Romania to Bulgaria. Giurgiu was declared a municipality on February 17th, 

1968. 

Road transport, the main connection with Bucharest and the rest of the country, 

consists of a motorway and national roads, mostly with acceptable road conditions. 

Giurgiu Port can become an option for freight transport from Constanta Port, on a 

possible route Constanta - Giurgiu - Bucharest. This direct access to the Danube is an 

important geostrategic point for Romania, making this point one of the main links of 

Western Europe with the Near East, thus revealing the high potential for development of 

Giurgiu county. Giurgiu Municipality is an important Danube Port along the Danube - Rinn 

Channel - Mein Dunau transport corridor no. 9. It is linked by waterway to nine countries, 

as well as to the Black Sea and the North Sea. 

Giurgiu County is crossed by 8 watercourses and a river. The most important is the 

Danube River. Watercourses are as follows: Argeș, Dâmboviţa, Neajlov, Câlnău, Cocioc, 

Sabar, Pasărea, Parapanca. 

Lake Comana lies in Giurgiu county, together with the reservation bearing the same 

name. 

Giurgiu county hosts living creatures characteristic to the steppe and silvestep areas, 

such as:  the blind mole rat, quail, song bird, francolin, turtle dove, lizard, European green 

lizard, crickets, grasshoppers, rabbits, ferret, common vole, ground squirrel, fox, ducks, 

geese, storks, coots, herons, otter, mink, pickerel, flatfish, catfish, crucian carp, carp, 

perch, fry, rudd. 
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Giurgiu county benefits from the presence of many tourist attractions on its territory. 

Regarding the number of tourist arrivals, the county has a small number, which in return is 

compensated by the fact that a large part of them are foreign tourists. A major tourism 

resource is the existence of a significant number of accommodations on motorboats.  

 

The main tourist attractions in Giurgiu county are: 

The Clock Tower, a rock construction built during the ottoman rule. The 22m high 

structure served as an observation post in case of attacks of the Romanian forces. After the 

turks left, the construction was modified and a clock was added. 

The Friendship Bridge. This is the longest bridge over the Danube. It is built on two 

levels, railway and road (with two lanes and pedestrian walkway). It is the only mobile 

bridge, having the possibility of lifting up should a taller ship passes underneath it. It is a 

steel construction, and the project was made by V. Andreev. The construction took 2 years, 

the inauguration being held on June 20th, 1954. It has a length of 2.8 km. 

This bridge also represents the main border crossing-point between Romania and 

Bulgaria.  

 

The main places to visit in Giurgiu city and in the vicinity: 

 "Malul Roșu" Archeological Site 

 Mocanu Island (secular vegetation) 

 Tabiei Street – Ruins of Tabia Fortification 

 Smârda Church 

 “Assumption of Virgin Mary” Cathedral 

 Gării Street, Central Railway Station (first railway station in Wallachia) 

 Greek-Catholic Church (painted by Tatarescu national painter) 

 Catholic Church 
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 Ion Vinea Cultural Centre 

 Atheneum, St. Nicholas Convent  

 Alei Garden (amongst the first public gardens set-up in Romania) 

 Ruins of the Medieval Fortress  

 Bizetz Bridge – the first curved bridge in Europe 

 Ramadan Port 

 Cama Channel (Flowers or St. George) 

 Giurgiu South Railway Station 

 Fluvial Station 

 Harbour Master 

 Giurgiu Port and Sea Front 

 Ruins of the chemical plant 

 

Main places to visit in Giurgiu county: 

 

Comana Monastery, Comana Lake and Comana Forest Reserve make Comana city 

a tourist center. The reservation in the Comana Forest is natural monument, a paradise for 

fauna and flora specific to the Danube Plain. The uniqueness of the reservation is given by 

the existence of the Romanian peony, the "Peony Festival" taking place in May. In Comana 

there is also an adventure park for families with children and not solely for them. Access 

roads to Comana are asphalted. 

In Comana there are accommodations and dining units that can provide comfort for 

tourists. The town of Comana is about 40 km from Bucharest. 
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Giurgiu – tourist attractions 

 

Data source: http://www.hartis.ro/gr/ 

 

Giurgiu County has many vestiges that are proof of the development of social and 

cultural life in this land since ancient times. Archaeological excavations have revealed 

material traces of the Paleolithic and Neolithic. 

At Călugăreni, a historical locality whose name has far exceeded the country's 

borders, one can visit the bridge over Neajlov, reconstituted during 1934-1935 to honor the 

victory over the Turks. It has four bronze epigraphs representing the headpiece of Michael 

the Brave and the coat of arms of those times. Also in Călugăreni one can see Michael's 

Cross, a monument built in 1993 on the 400-year celebration of Michael's the Brave 

ascension on the throne of Walachia. 
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The most important monument in this area is the Comana Monastery built in 1462 by 

Vlad the Impaler and rebuilt by Radu Șerban Basarab between1588-1589. 

At Herăşti lies a beautiful palace known as the "Stone house" built by Udrişte Năsturel 

in the 18th century. 

The medieval ensemble consisting of the Drugănescu Mansion, built in 1715, restored 

and set-up as an ethnography and popular art museum, is located in Floresti Stoeneşti 

commune. Its outer appearance puts it amongst the architectural monuments of 

Brâncoveanu. 

In Frăteşti there is the village museum symbolically named "Dacia School Museum" 

because a significant part of the material remains belongs to the Geto-Dacians, thus proving 

the millennial continuity of the Romanian people in this area. Founded in 1967, it is 

structured on several sections, the most important being the archeology-history 

department. 

The Island of Mocanu, with a surface of approx. 600 ha, the largest of the 4 islands 

in the vicinity of Giurgiu, is a place untouched by civilization, with Danube-Delta-like 

vegetation and fauna, with beaches and inner lakes featuring a special charm, where fishing 

and hunting expeditions can be held. 

The Tudor Vianu Theater was founded in November 1981. Built from the salaries of 

the Giurgiu shipyard employees, it was the first theatrical art institution in Giurgiu. It was 

first named Ion Vasilescu Theater. And in 1993 its name changed to Wallach Theater, and 

since 2011 it is called the Tudor Vianu Theater. Its variety and comedy theatre theme 

changed into dramatic theatre and children's play and youth theater. This institution 

consists of 2 halls, a large one with a surface of 12m and 480 seats, and the small hall with 

87 seats. This theater art institution is located in the city center, in the immediate vicinity 

of the Clock Tower. 
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The Udrişte Năsturel Ensemble consists of the "Holy Trinity" and "St. Archangels 

Michael and Gabriel" Church, the "Stone House" and the "Stolojan House". It was founded by 

the Năsturel family during the reign of Matei Basarab, forming one of the most important 

ensembles that come from this period. The church is completely built on the remains of a 

smaller wooden church by Princess Elina Năsturel, wife of Prince Matei Basarab, with the 

support of her brothers Cazan and Udrişte Năsturel, on their family land in 1644. The house, 

with baroque-specific elements, was built by brothers Udrişte and Cazan Năsturel [n 1642, 

and was considered by Paul from Alep in his travel journals, as "a palace unparalleled in the 

world." The architectural ensemble has had several owners: Constantin Năsturel-Herescu, 

Prince Milos Obrenovici, the Atanasie Stolojan family. 

The "Teohari Antonescu" county museum, founded in 1934, has been functioning since 

1977 in the building of the former Vlasca Prefecture, a historical monument itself. 

Giurgiu Wallach Theater, "Ion Vinea" House of Culture, "Victor Karpis" Giurgiu School 

of Arts and Music, the County Center for Conservation and Valorization of Cultural Traditions 

are also tourist attractions. 

60 accommodation and dining units and 101 cultural heritage units were identified 

in Giurgiu county. Giurgiu County also has 55 areas for recreational fishing.  

 

3.3. Călărași County 

 

Călăraşi is a county in the southeast of Muntenia region in Romania. Its residence is 

Calarasi Municipality. Calarasi County is bordered by Constanta, Ilfov, Giurgiu and Ialomita 

counties. Călăraşi County consists of two municipalities, three towns and 50 communes.  

Călăraşi is the county seat of the homonym county. It is the county's largest city and 

one of the most important municipalities in the South Development Region. It lies in south-

east Romania, on the right side of Danube's Borcea Arm. Located on the Danube's lower 
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terrace (Călăraşi terrace), where it meets the Danube Meadow, on the left bank of the 

Borcea Arm, the city is 120 km from Bucharest, 144 km from Constanta and 25 km from 

Drajna (where there is an exit to Bucharest-Constanta highway). National road DN3 crosses 

the city connecting it to the north-east to Bucharest and to the north-west to Constanta. 

At Călărași, national road DN21 splits from DN3, leading North to Slobozia and Brăila; and 

also national road DN3B leading north-east to Feteşti and Giurgeni (Ialomiţa county), where 

it ends merging with DN2A. Călărași Municipality, a river port located on the left bank of 

the Borcea Arm, lies in the southern part of Călărași county, in a cross-border area with 

Bulgaria. 

The area of Călărași we see today was often a scene for wars waged against the Turks 

for the defense of the Danube meadow. Many battles were fought here since the 

establishment of the town and until May 28th, 1812, when peace was signed in Bucharest, 

bringing peace to the inhabitants. A difficult moment for the inhabitants was the Russian-

Turkish war between 1828-1829. As if losses caused by the war were not enough, a plague 

epidemic broke out between 1828-1830 in Călăraşi. Cholera breaks out in the summer of 

1831, brought by the Turks. 

 

Călăraşi was restored after the end of the Russian-Turkish war, by building a standing 

bridge over the narrow part of the lake, which facilitated the access to Silistra; two 

buildings were built, of which a large stable for 20 horses, and a huge quarantine facility 

was built to avoid the plague and cholera. 

At the end of the 19th century, Călărași was known as an urban commune and was 

the residence of Ialomita county (status took over in 1832 from the city of Urziceni). Apart 

from its main locality, Călăraşi contained also the village of Măgurenii, which was 

downfalling and had become a town slum, with a total population of 8125 inhabitants. 
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The Socec Yearbook of 1925 registers the city with the same status and a population 

of 13,050 inhabitants. In 1931, the town was also assigned with the suburban commune of 

Mircea-Vodă, which was formed by the village of Mircea-Vodă. 

 

In 1950, following the national administrative reorganization, Călărași was given the 

status of a district city, county seat of Ialomita region and the district Călărași within this 

region. In 1952, the region was dismantled and the Călărași district (still residing in Călăraşi) 

was transferred to the Bucharest region. In 1964 the town was given the status of regional 

town. Subsequently, Mircea-Vodă commune was dissolved and the village of Mircea Vodă 

passed-over to the urban commune of Călărași. 

At the new administrative reorganization in 1968, Călărași was given the status of a 

municipality, and returned to the re-established Ialomița county; while it was the sole 

municipality of the county, it no longer was also its residence, it being moved to the town 

of Slobozia. During the same period, the villages of Mircea-Vodă and Măgureni were 

dissolved and incorporated into Călărași locality. The town regained its status as a county 

residence in 1981, when Călărași county was established from the southern half of the up-

until-then Ialomita county, together with the south-eastern part of Ilfov county. Modelu 

was a suburban commune of the Municipality between 1968 and 1989 when the concept of 

a suburban commune was withdrawn. 

An important natural resource of Călărași is the surface waters. The river Danube 

borders the territory on the south, and the Borcea Arm, which branches off on left bank 

downstream of Chiciu point, crosses the urban area from south-north to south-west after 

forming the Borcea curve. Borcea Arm, which is located in Călărași, is 99 km long. The 

Danube crossing point from Chiciu - Ostrov is an excellent place for fishing and training for 

water sports. It is also a good place for boat trips on the Danube and also on the Borcea 

Arm.  
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Also, regarding the hydrographic resources, Călăraşi Lake lies in Călăraşi county, a 

natural reserve belonging to the territory of Cuza Vodă. It is a natural area spreading over 

2,877 ha, in the central eastern part of Călărași county, occupying the left bank of the 

Danube, where the Borcea Arm separates from it. Calarasi Lake is located near national 

road DN31 linking Călăraşi to Grădiştea. It is an area favorable to fishing, in compliance 

with the prohibition period. 

 

In terms of sports leisure, the municipality has a swimming pool, two pools, five 

football fields with artificial lawn and adequate lighting for night sports competitions, a 

sports complex with football and handball fields, a gym and a tennis court. 

 

Oltenița is a municipality in Călărași county, in the region of Muntenia. The locality 

is Călărași county's second urban center in size and importance (following the county seat).  

Olteniţa is located on the left bank of the Danube, where Argeș river flows into the 

Danube and lies in the Danube Meadow, at km430 downstream of the Danube's confluence 

with Argeş river. It is the endpoint of national road DN4, connecting it to Bucharest. At 

Oltenița, national road DN31 splits from DN4, leading east to Călărași, and also national 

road DN41 leading west to Giurgiu. The city is also connected to Bucharest by the Bucharest-

Oltenița railway. 

Oltenița hosts the archaeological site of national interest "Gumelniţa", located 3 km 

northeast of the city, where traces of an Eneolithic settlement belonging to the Gumelniţa 

culture were found. 

Apart from this, another thirteen objectives in the city are included in the list of 

historical monuments of Călărași county as monuments of local interest. Amongst them, 

three are other archaeological sites - the "Valea Mare" site and the "Coada Lupului" site (3 

km from the city, left of the railway) - containing traces of settlements from the Latène 
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period. The site from „Renie” includes traces of another Eneolithic settlement, attributed 

to the Cernavodă culture. 

Eight monuments are classified as architectural monuments: the Water Tower 

(beginning of the 20th century); the High School (1919); the Polyclinic (1926); Victoria Hotel 

(1900); Bărbulescu House (beginning of the 20th century); Museum of Archeology (1925); 

the "St. Nicholas" Church ensemble (1872), consisting of the actual church dating back to 

1856 and a stone cross dating back to 1872, located in the church's courtyard and classified 

as a memorial and funerary monument; the Danube Mill (1913). Other two monuments are 

classified as memorial or funeral monuments - World War I Heroes Monument built in 1930, 

and the monument of the Russian soldiers fallen during the Crimea War, raised in 1853. 

Budeşti is a town in Calarasi county, Muntenia region, Romania, consisting of Budeşti 

locality (residence) and the villages of Aprozi, Buciumeni and Gruiu. It was declared a town 

on April 18th, 1989. It is about 30 km from Bucharest. The town is located in the western 

part of the county, on the banks of Dâmboviței river, where it flows into Argeş river. It is 

crossed by national road DN4 connecting Oltenița to Bucharest. At Budesti, county road 

DJ301 splits from DN4, leading north to Vasilati, Gălbinași, Plătăreşti, Fundeni and further, 

in Ilfov county,to Cernica and Pantelimon (where it connects with DNCB and ends in DN3). 

Also, in Budești, county road DJ401C splits from DJ301, leading north to Sohatu and 

Plătăreşti. Budești is also crossed by the Bucharest-Olteniţa railway, which is served by 

Budesti railway station. 

Three objectives in the town of Budești are included in the list of historical 

monuments of Călărași County as monuments of local interest. One of them is an 

archaeological site represented by the remains of a settlement from the Latène period, 

located at the "Ciocârla" point, on the left bank of Dâmboviţa. The other two are classified 

as architectural monuments: the "Assumption of the Virgin" Church (dating back to 1841) 
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from Aprozi village and the ruins of the Manu Mansion (1827) from the Argeş meadow (area 

of Budești component locality). 

Fundulea (formerly Crângul-Fundulele) is a town in Călărași County, Muntenia 

region, Romania, consisting of the component locality Fundulea (residence) and villages of 

Alexandru I. Cuza and Gostilele. It was declared a town on April 18th 1989. Fundulea town 

is about 30 km from Bucharest. The town is located in the north-western corner of the 

county, bordering Ialomița County. It is crossed by the Bucharest-Constanța highway, which 

is served by an exit, as well as by national road DN3, which connects Călăraşi to Bucharest. 

County road DJ402 splits from DN3, leading south to Săruleşti, Nana and Luica. It is also 

crossed by the Bucharest-Constanţa railway, which is served by Fundulea railway station. 

Lehliu Gară is a town in Călărași County, Muntenia, Romania, consisting of Lehliu 

Gară component locality (residence), and villages of Buzoeni, Răzvani and Valea Seacă. The 

city spreads in Bărăganului plain and it is crossed by the Bucharest - Constanţa highway, 

which is served by an exit, as well as by the national road DN3 connecting Călăraşi to 

Bucharest. At Lehliu-Gară, national road DN3A splits from DN3, leading to Fetești. The two 

roads intersect at Lehliu-Gară with county road DJ201B, which leads south to Valea Argovei 

and north to Ialomița County, towards Sălcioara and Ciochina. 
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Călărași County 

 

Main tourist attractions in Călărași County 

 

The location of Călăraşi county on the Danube's shore creates a special tourist 

attraction, but insufficiently exploited. The large number of islands with picturesque 

scenery and the ramification of the main water courses in unique arms, create both a 

relaxing natural setting and favorable conditions to practice sport hunting and fishing. On 

this line, we mention the three natural reserves: Ciocăneşti Island, Haralambia Island and 

Şoimul Island. 
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Călărași – tourist attractions 

 

Data source: http://www.hartis.ro/cl/ 

 

National sport carp fishing championships are organized each year in Săruleşti, and 

in 2000, the locality hosted the world sport fishing championship, establishing an almost 

unbeatable record - a 40 kg specimen. 

The tourist branches formed by the Danube river, which border the county in the 

south and south-east over 152 km, are extremely rich and need to be put to good use. The 

reclaimed areas between the river and Borcea Arm, with a surface of approx. 30,000 ha, 

the natural channels with forest vegetation area, flora and fauna, can be introduced into 

tourist circuits with facilities and relatively small costs, which can show the visitor a 

wonderful landscape similar to the one in the Danube Delta.  
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This poorly exploited touristic potential is located less than 130 km from Bucharest 

and about 100 km from Constanţa municipality and the Black Sea coast, with motor 

connections on DN 3B (Călăraşi - Feteşti - Cernavodă - Basarabi - Constanţa) and DN 3A 

(Ostrov Adamclisi, Constanţa). 

Călăraşi county benefits from a touristic potential that allows development of various 

forms of tourism: cultural, monastic, green tourism and agritourism. 

A special attraction is represented by the historic and architectonic cultural 

objectives, amongst which we mention: 

 The church of the former Negoeşti Monastery is a historical and religious 

architecture monument. The church is a foundation from 1648-1649 of ruler Matei 

Basarab and his wife Elina. It was restored in 1777 (windows were restored 

together with the fencing wall, and the sanctums were repaired) and rehabilitated 

in 1850. 

 The church of the former Plătăreşti Monastery is a historical and religious 

architecture monument. The monastery was founded in 1642 by Matei Basarab, his 

wife Elina and others. It includes the church of St. Mercurie, built between 1642-

1646. It is a remarkable monument due to the clear composition of architectural 

forms and to the interior wall paintings. 

 St. George's Monastery from Radu Negru is located 10 km east of Călăraşi, 123 km 

S-E from Bucharest. It was founded in 1991 with the patron saint "Holy Martyr 

George", being built by the locals from bricks on a stone foundation. The 

architecture has the Byzantine style, the exterior being marked by a pressed red 

bricks girdle.                                                                                                                                
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Architectural monuments: 

 St. Nicholas Orthodox Cathedral is a monument of religious architecture. The 

edifice was built in 1838. 

 The Prefecture Palace is a monument of laic architecture. The building was 

built in 1897 in a neo-classical style.  

 

Borcea Arm from Călărași county 

Borcea Arm splits from the Danube in Călărași-Ostrov region and reunites with the 

river in Giurgeni locality. It is about 70 kilometers long. 

Borcea Arm could become one of the country's most important tourist attractions. Its 

image is quite impressive, with a high overflow capacity. 

It is one of the country's navigable arms, hundreds of commercial vessels passing 

through this area. 

Its view is famous around Cernavodă. Dozens of hectares of forest accompany 

Borcea's Arm "trip" right from its forming point and up to where it flows into the Danube. 

Tourists can notice the beauty of the mildly wild lands, where nature hasn't been yet 

disturbed by people's technologies. 

Localities along Borcea Arm pride themselves with a particular culinary patrimony. 

The fish soup and fish-based recipes stand out. Just like the fish soup recipes from the 

Danube Delta, inhabitants of villages along Borcea also use water from the Danube and fresh 

fish from the Danube. The difference between the fish soup prepared on Borcea and the 

one from the Danube Delta, is that the one prepared in the Borcea region is richer in 

vegetables, giving it a particular intense taste.  

The ration of vegetables and type of fish used, varies from one dining unit to another. 

The common part in the preparation process is the use of at least two different types of 

fish or the boiling of vegetables in the same water where other fish were initially cooked 
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(usually Pinchuk's gobies or fast-swimming small fishes that are too small or have too many 

bones and are boiled in a cheesecloth to keep the bones out of the water). In general, this 

fish recipe is prepared with carp and another type of fish (for a special flavor, catfish is 

used - a fat-meat fish at maturity).  

As with any fish soup, first vegetables are cut and boiled: carrot, parsnip, onions, 

peppers, tomatoes and other vegetables, if desired. While the vegetables are boiling (about 

10 minutes), the borsch is put to boil in a separate dish (this is another culinary secret of 

the area). The pre-boiled borsch is poured over the vegetables and then pieces of fish are 

also put in the pot (at least one fish head is used because it is considered to offer flavor 

and taste). For added authenticity, people in this area also add whisked eggs in the soup 

(the soup "is flavored"). After the fish is also cooked, chopped verdure is added: lovage and 

parsley and salt or pepper. Sometimes, a spoon or two of white wine vinegar is also added 

together with the borsch.  

This soup is usually served in a bowl or terrine, and the pieces of fish are served 

separately on a plate. It is served with hot peppers. 

The richness of the vegetables from the plain area along with the fresh fish and the 

multicultural character of the area (Romanian, Turkish and Bulgarian influences) have led 

to the creation of unique recipes, especially with regard to recipes having fish as their main 

ingredient. 

Another recipe specific to the Borcea Arm region is the carp stew recipe which was 

also adapted to the area's specificity. The carp stew in this area differs from cooked in the 

Danube Delta region, by using more vegetables (sauce is richer) and by using chili peppers 

instead of lemon or lemon juice. 

Carp fish is cleaned of scales, intestines and gills, washed and striped on both sides 

according to the number of portions desired and then rubbed with a little salt. It can be 

added whole or in pieces in the tray. 
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Red onions are ring-cut and put in a pan with some water and is slow cooked until it 

becomes glassy. Finely diced peppers (pimiento and Bulgarian pepper), crushed garlic, 

chopped tomatoes, tomato juice or broth, some finely chopped parsley are added and mixed 

thoroughly, and then white or rosé wine is added and salt and spices are added to taste. 

Sometimes people also add boiled or pre-cooked carrots cut into slivers. 

This mix is placed in a tray (preferably a clay tray) and fish is placed on top. Sprinkle 

with the mixture from the tray and put into the oven. From time to time, remove the tray 

from the oven and sprinkle the fish with sauce. When the fish is cooked and browned, add 

a lot of chopped parsley. It is served both hot and cold with polenta.  

For local-gastronomy enthusiasts there is the Danube-at-Calarasi Festival, which 

reached its 5th edition in 2018. This festival is held in Dumbrava Park. Its main objective is 

to promote fishing as a means of relaxation and leisure along the Borcea Arm, the main 

natural attraction of Călărași County. Participants at this festival can enjoy fish delicacies, 

contests, nutrition and fishing workshops for children, promotional stands, music and 

popular dances.  

Due to its position on the Danube, Călărași town has several set-up beaches. The 

Great Beach is one of the most in demand fine-sand beach in the city, close to the central 

park. The Youth Beach or Motorists Beach (4 km from the city) are two other options equally 

offering. 

For archaeological enthusiasts, the Lower Danube Museum can be an exciting stop 

and a journey through time, among the over 500 artifacts exhibited here. 

Another attraction in Călăraşi County is the Red Valley Lake. It is a natural lake with 

salt, sulphides, sodium and sapropelic mud rich waters, which are ingredients with 

therapeutic properties. Close to Mitreni commune, its waters occupy an area of 14 hectares 

and is a paradise for amateur fishermen. That is why many fishermen enthusiasts come to 

these areas to take pride with the fish they catch. 
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The ruins of Vicina Fortress are a truly impressive archaeological site. According to 

experts, it is the second largest archaeological site in the country, following Sarmizegetusa. 

However, there are only ruins left from the old Vicena Fortress, which will also disappear 

in the Danube's waters. This place away from civilization lies on the Păcuiul lui Soare Island. 

It is located on the road from Călăraşi to Ostrov, close to Silistra, at the border with 

Bulgaria. On this island there is also a stretched beach, with fine sand, wild vegetation and 

the ruins of the fortress that are mostly covered by waters. “Păcuiul lui Soare” Island is also 

an excellent fishing spot. 

50 units where recreational fishing can be practiced were identified in Călăraşi county, 

along with 59 accommodation and dining units and 77 tourist attractions.  
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3.4 Silistra District 

 

Silistra District 

 

Silistra is a district (oblast) in northeastern Bulgaria. It is bordered by Dobrich, 

Shumen, Razgrad and Rousse districts. It is situated on the border of Bulgaria with Romania. 

Its capital is the homonymous city. It was part of Great Romania under the name of Durostor 

county. It is part of Bulgaria since September 6th, 1940, when the Craiova Agreement was 

signed. 

The town of Silistra or Dârstor is a port town on the Danube in northeastern Bulgaria. 

It is the administrative center of Silistra District. 
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It was part of Wallachia during Mircea the Elder's reign, probably also during Vlad the 

Empeller, but for a short time; it returned to Romania after the Second Balkan War in 1913, 

until 1940, when it was conceded to Bulgaria following the Craiova Treaty. 

Regarding the city's history, it originates in antiquity, when the Romans built here, 

in 29 AD, a fortress on the site of another Celtic construction, preserving the name of 

Durostorum (or Dorostorum). The Durostor Fortress becomes an important military center 

in Moesia, and then it develops during Emperor Marc Aureliu.   

After the Roman Empire splits into the East Roman Empire and the Western Roman 

Empire, the city (known as Δορόστολον, meaning Dorostolon in Byzantine Greek) becomes 

part of the Byzantine Empire. As a locality of the Bulgarian Tsardom, the Bulgarians from 

the Medieval period knew Durostolon under the name of Drăstăr. 

In 1412, Drăstăr is occupied for centuries by the Ottoman Turks, who call it Silistre 

in Turkish Ottoman. The fortress and the city are part of Rumelia Eyalet, being the 

administrative center of the Silistra sanjak. Later, towards the end of the 16th century, this 

sanjak is transformed into Silistra Eyalet, also called Özi, which included Dobrogea, Bugeac 

and Edisan, a territory from the western Black Sea coast. 

During 1819-1826, the Jewish scholar Eliezer Papo (1785-1828) was the rabbi of the 

Silistra community, which made the locality known among the Romanic Jews. Until present 

day, his tomb in Silistra is a place of pilgrimage, many Jews from Israel and even some from 

Latin America coming to this place. 

The city was conquered by the Russians several times during the Russo-Turkish wars 

and was sieged by them between April 14th and June 23rd 1854 during the Crimean War. 

Eventually, the Silistra Province merges in 1864 with provinces administered by the cities 

of Vidin (today in Bulgaria) and Niș (today in Serbia), forming the Tone Eyelet (of the 
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Danube, in Turkish). Also, in 1864, Silistra is demoted to the status of simple city (kaza) in 

the Rusciuk sanjak of the newly established province. 

Following the Russo-Turkish War between 1877-1878, Silistra falls under the 

domination of Bulgaria, being a frontier city with Romania. 

Balkan War II takes place between June and August 1913, a conflict that ends with 

the defeat of Bulgaria. On August 1th, 1913, the Treaty of Bucharest is signed, and Silistra, 

together with the rest of South Dobrudja (also known as the Quadrate), are annexed by the 

Kingdom of Romania. Along with the original name, the town also receives the name 

Dârstor, given by the Romanians. 

Between 1916-1918, during the World War I, the city is occupied by the Bulgarian 

army. After the conflict, and following the treaties from Bucharest (1918) and Neuilly sur 

Seine (1919), the Quadrate, including Silistra, remains part of Kingdom of Romania. During 

the inter-war period, Silistra was the residence of Durostor county, one of the 71 counties 

of Romania.  

Silistra has the status of an urban commune (town), together with two other localities 

in the territory of Durostor county: Tutrakan and Ostrov, the second located near Silistra, 

and today part of Constanța county. 

Silistra was a Romanian city for nearly three decades until 1940, when, following the 

Treaty of Craiova, is given back to Bulgaria (with the rest of the Quadrate) as an indirect 

consequence of German political pressure on the Romanian government. 

In the second half of the 20th century, Silistra becomes an industrial and agricultural 

center of the north-east Bulgaria, competing with Rousse (due to its strategic position on 

the Danube) and Dobrich (due to its fertile agricultural land).  
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Today, Silistra is the residence of the homonymous district, an administrative unit in 

Bulgaria, consisting of seven cities: Silistra, Glavinitsa, Tutrakan, Alfatar, Dulovo, 

Kaynardzha and Sitovo. 

  

 The town of Glavinitsa is a municipality (obshtina) in Silistra district, northeastern 

Bulgaria, located along the right bank of the Danube River in the Danube Plain, in the 

Southern Dobrudja geographic region. The municipality comprises a territory of 481.23 km² 

with a population of 12.610 inhabitants since December 2009. Main road II-21 crosses the 

area from east to west, connecting the center of Silistra province to the city of Rousse. 

  

 The town of Tutrakan (Bulgarian: Община Тутракан) is a municipality 

(municipality) in the Silistra district, northeast of Bulgaria, located along the right bank of 

the Danube River in the Danube Plain. The municipality comprises a territory of 448.35 km² 

with a population of 16,920 inhabitants in December 2009. The main road 21 crosses the 

area from east to west linking the center of Silistra Province to the city of Rousse. 

                 

  Alfatar town is a small municipality (obshtina) in Silistra district, northeastern 

Bulgaria, located in the Danube Plain, in the Southern Dobrudja geographical area, about 

15 km south of Danube River, with a territory of 248.57 km² and a population of 3.324 

inhabitants in December 2009. Main road "7" crosses the area from north to south, 

connecting the center of Silistra province to the city of Shumen and the eastern operational 

side of Hemus motorway. 

  

 Dulovo is a municipality (obshtina) located in Silistra district, northeastern 

Bulgaria, situated in the Danube Plain, about 25 km south of the Danube, covering a 

territory of 566.33 km², with a population of 28,860 inhabitants in December 2009. Main 
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road I-7 crosses the area from north to south, connecting the center of Silistra province to 

the city of Shumen and the eastern operational side of Hemus motorway. 

 

                Sitovo is a small municipality (obshtina) in Silistra district, northeastern part of 

Bulgaria, located along the right bank of the Danube River, in the Danube Plain, in the 

Southern Dobrudja geographic region, with a territory of 270.97 km² and a population of 

5,810 inhabitants in December 2009. Main road II-21 crosses the area in the middle, from 

east to west, connecting the center of Silistra province to the city of Rousse. 

 

 Silistra District has a richness of tourist, cultural, historical, archaeological and 

natural resources. However, according to a report on the sustainable development of the 

district, tourism isn't currently a significant economic sector of Bulgarian municipalities in 

Silistra district. 

Regarding its available base, according to a report from 2012, Silistra had 20 

accommodation units, providing 637 beds throughout the entire area. The same analysis 

reveals that the district is oriented rather towards short-term visitors. Between 2007 - 2013, 

several bilingual projects were elaborated on the territory of the district, improving tourist 

orientation. Recently, there has been a growing interest in the development of tourist 

activity, private entrepreneurs by creating housing (rural houses), a new hotel complex in 

Silistra or by renewing the existing ones. 

               Tourism in Silistra district has potential for development and is part of the areas 

declared primary. 

The area's natural and historical features create opportunities for development of almost 

all types of tourism: cognitive, cultural, religious, ecological, rural, hunting, fishing. 

  Richness of archaeological sites and discoveries attest to the presence of cultural layers 

from prehistory to modern history. Almost 2/3 of Silistra territory is declared a national 
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architectural and archaeological site "Durostorum-Drustar-Silistra". Old Roman and Medieval 

objectives are emblematic. Excavations and studies conducted so far have confirmed the 

richness and complexity of this territory's ancient cultures. In this regard, we recall the 

following cultural and historical tourist objectives: 

 

- Turkish Center of Trajan Cult, on Taban river, the Sacred Valley of Zalmoxis, Silistra. It 

includes altars, rocks, grouped 4 km away from the coast of old Taban river near the villages 

of Strelkovo, Vassil Levski, Pop Rusanovo and Kutlovitsa. 

- The Dorostol Bishop's Palace from the 5th and 6th centuries, situated next to the early 

Christian basilica (in the central part of Silistra) in a complex of ruins (2nd and 3rd 

centuries). 

- The Medieval Patriarch Cathedral and the Metropolitan Temple, patriarchal residence 

from the 10th century, an impressive three-nave basilica north of the Drastar-Silistra 

fortress's wall, rebuilt several times. 

- Part of Khan Omurtag Column, exposed in Silistra Archaeological Museum. 

- "Ayazmoto" historic site near Ruin village. A medieval Bulgarian fortress from the 9th-11th 

centuries lies there, from where the old strategic road between the capitals of Pliska and 

Veliki Preslav and the Danube was surveilled. 

- Early Medieval Fortress Kartal Kale (Orlova krepost), built in 18th century near the village 

of Ruyno. This is the second fortress near Ruyno village, which is close to "Ayazmo".  

- The Armenian Apostolic Church "Surp Astidzazzin" (Holy Virgin), Silistra - the oldest 

Armenian temple in Bulgaria (built in 1620). 

- Turkish Fort "Abdul Medjidi" (Medjidi Tabia). It is located south of Silistra. This is the most 

preserved of the six-points fortification system at the northern border of the Ottoman 

Empire, built between 1841-1853, a project by a German military engineer named von 

Moltke. 
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- Kurshumu Mosque - a monument of local culture, located in central of Silistra. 

- Tomb of Jewish Rabbi Eliezer Papo, one of the respected 12 Jewish rabbis. In 2003, on the 

banks of the Danube, where his tomb should be, a religious-memorial complex was built in 

his honor, being included in the programs of many foreign tour operators, and is regularly 

visited by pilgrims around the world. 

- Historic fountain near Kaynardja, linked to the signing of the Kyuchuk Peace Treaty in 

1774. The fountain was built in 1892 as a cultural monument. 

- Monasteries: The "Holy Tomb" near the village of Aydemir (the newest monastery in the 

Dorostolian Episcopate - 1996); the monastery from the village of Kamentsi, Kaynardja, 

visited frequently.  

- Churches: The "Holy Trinity" in the town of Alfatar - the oldest Christian temple in Silistra, 

representing a three-nave basilica from 1846, with rich decors of icons and sculptures made 

by the masters of the Tryavna School; "St. Dimitar "(1847) in the village of Kalipetrovo. 

- Architectural reserve "Ribarska mahala" from Tutrakan, located on the banks of the 

Danube, with an attractive fishermen village with an authentic building and with the 

atmosphere of Tutrakan's former means of living - fishing. 

- Chitalishte - almost all settlements have built and functional chitalishtes, where cultural 

events are organized both at local and regional levels, and in some of them at national and 

international levels as well. 

 With respect to natural resources, the basis of various forms of alternative tourism 

could consider the yachting tourism, sport fishing and cruises on the Danube. 

    Silistra District has a great potential for tourism segments based on preservation, 

promotion and exploitation of the authentic local cultural monuments, traditions and 

natural resources. 
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 Silistra district offers accommodation in 30 units, 32 restaurants and other dining 

facilities. As far as recreational fishing is concerned, it can be practiced in a setting 

consisting of 67 ponds or on the Danube. 

 

      3.5 Rousse District 

 

Rousse District 

 

Rousse district is located in northern Bulgaria, named after the main city in the district 

- Rousse - it borders Romania through the Danube. It is divided into 8 municipalities with a 

total population (in 2011) of 235,252 inhabitants. The Danube Bridge, one of the two bridges 

crossing the Danube, is located within this district. The eight municipalities of Rousse 
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District are: Borovo, Byala, Vetovo, Dve Mogili, Ivanovo, Rousse, Silvo Pole, Tsenovo. Rousse 

and Byala are the most populated urban centers in the district.  

Rousse is the most populated urban center in the district and the fifth urban center 

by population in Bulgaria. It is situated on the right bank of the Danube, geographically 

opposed to the town of Giurgiu, in Romania. Due to its location close to the Danube and the 

size of the city, Rousse is one of the most important river ports, bringing a major 

contribution to Bulgaria's international trade with other states. 

The town of Rousse has an industrial economic profile and it has two industrial zones: 

the eastern and the western areas. Rousse has logistics and business parks, the city's 

industry being dominated by the light industry: tailoring, textiles and food processing.  

The road infrastructure in Rousse is developed and dates since 1867. Public 

transportation is represented by approx. 30 bus and trolleybus lines. Rousse also has a 

military and passenger airport licensed for small-size-cargo-type flights. License was 

obtained on December 21st, 2016. 

The Danube Bridge is located in the eastern part of the city. Until 2013, this was the 

only bridge connecting Romania to Bulgaria, and on June 14th, 2013 the second bridge was 

inaugurated in Vidin.  

From a touristic point of view, Rousse attracts tourists with its neo-baroque and neo-

rococo style architecture, this being the reason it is also called Little Vienna. 

 

Byala Byala is a city located in Ruse district, the administrative center of the 

homonimous municipality (obshtina), located in the Northern-Central Planning Region of 

Bulgaria, in the Danubian Plain. The relief is typical the plain relief, with low unevenness 

that does not exceed an average of 54m. The town is located at the intersection of roads 

connecting Rousse to Veliko Tarnovo and Pleven to Varna and is close to the town of Borovo. 

It is 55 km away from Rousse and 140 km away from Bucharest (Romania). It has a surface 
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of 86,862 km2 and a population of 8,093 inhabitants (according to the census of December 

31st, 2013). 

Not far from the city, along the Yantra River, we can find the famous Belenski most 

(Byala Bridge) rock-bridge built by Kolyo Fitcheto. Also, in Byala town, approx. 1 km 

northwest of the city center, on the road between Rousse and Plevna, there is another 

bridge built by the famous Bulgarian master, Nikola Fichev (also known as Kolyo Ficheto), 

on orders from Midhad Pasha. The bridge is one of the most remarkable examples of civil 

engineering and architectural art from the Bulgarian Renaissance period. Today, Kolyo 

Ficheto Bridge is only allowed for pedestrians (there is a new bridge for cars) and is 

preserved as a monument of Bulgarian architecture. 

In terms of tourism in the area, eight huts offer good conditions for ecological, hunting 

and fishing tourism.  

 

Vetovo is a town in northern Bulgaria, the administrative center of Vetovo 

municipality, ranking 3rd in the district by the number of inhabitants. It has an area of 

363,002 km2. The city limits are as follows: to the West it borders Ivanovo municipality, to 

the North with Rousse municipality, to the North-East with Kubrat municipality, to  

the South-East with Razgrad municipality and with Tsar Kaloyan municipality to the 

South. Vetovo is located in the western part of the Eastern Danube Plain. The relief is 

predominantly hilly, with an altitude ranging from 100 to 300 m. 

Vetovo is crossed by a road connecting Rousse-Samuil-Kaspicham-Varna. 

 

Dve Mogili is a town in northern Bulgaria, located in the eastern part of the Danube's 

hilly plain. The first written records attesting the existence of the city are found in Turkish 

documents, involving mainly tax registers showing an image of the size of the settlement, 

of its national character and of the livelihoods of the population. 
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Dve Mogili enjoys a good transportation system, by both rail and road. It connects the 

city with the neighboring towns, and Rousse, Byala and Popovo via the railway line. 

The city's economy is supported by trade through small merchants, commerce being 

currently under development.  

   

 Slivo Pole is located in northern Bulgaria and borders the following municipalities: 

Tutrakan to the Eat, Kubrat to the South-East, Rousse to the Southwest and Romania to the 

North. The town is located in the north-western part of the Eastern Danubian Plain. Relief 

is mainly a plain, with hilly scarce areas. 

The municipality is crossed by two roads, with a total length of 37.1 km. 

  

 Borovo is a town in northern Bulgaria, geographically limited as follows: Ivanovo 

municipality to the Northeast, Dve Mogili municipality to the East, Byala municipality to the 

South, Tsenovo municipality to the West and Romania to the North. The municipality's 

territory is located in the Danube Plain, occupying the highest area of the intersection 

between the lower rivers of Yantra and Rusenski Lom. The relief is hilly flat, with an altitude 

of 30-50 m in the northwest, up to 300 m in the southeast, favoring the development of 

agriculture and facilitating the construction of the transport infrastructure. 

At the northern border with Romania, a part of the Danube passes over an area of 10 km 

(from km 521 to km 531). There, close to the village of Batin, is the second Bulgarian Island 

of the Danube (4.2 km2).  

 Borovo is crossed by a railway section connecting Rousse-Gorna Oryahovitsa-Stara 

Zagora-Dimitrovgrad-Podkova. The municipality is also crossed by 5 roads. Municipal roads 

are also in relatively good condition. 
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Main tourist attractions in Rousse District 

 Rousse district offers many possibilities for tourist exploration, enjoying a diversity 

both in terms of geography and relief, as well as in terms of monuments and accommodation 

offers for tourists. The combination between the urban and a wilder landscape, such as the 

coastline, may be a novelty for tourists enthusiast for touristic circuits. 

With regard to the city of Rousse, it can attract tourists’ curiosity as it offers numerous 

architectural monuments of interest: 

 The Monument of Freedom, built in the twentieth century by Italian sculptor Arnildo 

Cocchi. At the time, the monument became significant for the city. 

 Dohodno Zdanie Theater, a neo-classic edifice located in the city center, built 

between 1989-1902, also became a symbol of the city. 

 "Aleksandrovska" Street, the city's main street, is an ensemble of neo-baroque and 

neo-rococo style buildings. 

 "La Butika" and Nobel Prize Winner Elias Canetti's House is a cultural monument of 

national importance. 

 The old high school of music, built in 1900-1901. The architectural style is eclectic, 

combining Neoclassic and Gothic elements and Nord-European influences.  

In terms of religious monuments, tourists can visit Basarbovo Monastery, a rock-built 

orthodox monastery. The earliest writings regarding the monastery date back to the 15th 

century during the Ottoman occupation. 

The city of Rousse also offers tourists options to visit museums and exhibitions, tourists 

being able to choose from the following museums, depending on their interest: Rousse 

Museum of History, "Sexaginta Prista" Roman Fortress, Eco Museum and Aquarium, Churches 

of Ivanovo, National Museum of Transport, Urban Lifestyle Museum, The Pantheon of 
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National Revival Heroes, Cherven Fort, Zahari Stoyanov Museum, Tonka Obretenova 

Museum. 

In terms of undiscovered monuments from the contemporary period, we find here the 

Rousse TV Tower, a 204-metre-high construction. The tower was built with a café / 

restaurant at the highest level and up until 2001 it was the highest tower of its kind in the 

Balkan Peninsula. 

Rousse is an alternative for nature enthusiasts also: 

 Rusenski Iom Park is one of Bulgaria's 10 natural parks. It is located along the 

canyon valley of the Rusenski Lom River. The park was declared a protected 

area in 1970 and covers an area of 3,408 ha. The park is known as an interesting 

and precious site, with a high aesthetic value, with terraces, meanders, high 

vertical rocks, areas with a rich variety of species, caves, rock formations, 

historical monuments of national and international importance. 

 Lipnik Park is located in the vicinity of Nikolovo village, 10 km away from 

Rousse. The park covers an area of 2,000 hectares and the flora consists mainly 

of linden trees. 

Tourists who are looking to spend time in this district can also visit some of the 

monuments found here: The Clock Tower, Byala Bridge, the Liberation War Museum. 

In the town of Vetovo one can visit religious places - churches and mosques - including 

a rock-built monastery dating from the Second Bulgarian Kingdom, located along the Beli 

Lom river. 

Orlova chika cave is located in Dve Mogili. The cave is home to over 10 types of bats 

species. It is the longest cave in northern Bulgaria (13 km) and the second longest cave in 
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Bulgaria. Within the city, tourists can also visit a monument of Filip Totyu, a Bulgarian 

revolutionary, and in the summer of 2009, the renovated summer theater was reopened. 

Near Silvo Pole, tourists can visit the protected area of Kalimok-Brashlen, with a 

biological diversity of flora and fauna of interest to nature lovers. 

Ruse district offers accommodation capacity in 99 accommodation units, 119 

restaurants and other dining venues. As far as recreational fishing is concerned, it can be 

practiced in 39 ponds or on 10 river waters, including the Danube. 
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      3.6 Veliko Tarnovo District 

 

Veliko Tarnovo District 

 

 Veliko Târnovo district is located in the central part of northern Bulgaria. The capital 

of the district is the homonymous city and is considered to be the capital of Medieval 

Bulgaria. The district is divided into 10 municipalities: Veliko Tarnovo, Svishtov, Gorna 

Oryahovitsa, Pavlikeni, Elena, Lyaskovets, Polski Trambesh, Strazhitsa, Suhindol, and 

Zlataritsa. Further bellow we will provide some descriptive information about the largest 

cities in the district. 

Veliko Tarnovo is the administrative center of the district and is also known as the City 

of Countries. It is located on the Yantra river and is known throughout history as the historic 

capital of the second Bulgarian Kingdom, attracting many tourists due to its unique 

architecture. The old region of the city is located on the three hills Tsarevets, Trapezitsa 
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and Sveta Gora. Tsarevets hill is home of the palaces of the Bulgarian emperors, the 

Patriarchal Cathedral and other administrative and residential buildings and structures. 

Trapezitsa is known for local churches and noblemen houses. During the Middle Ages, Veliko 

Tarnovo was among the main European cultural centers. Veliko Tarnovo is an important 

administrative, economic, educational and cultural center in northern Bulgaria. 

In terms of geography, the town of Veliko Tarnovo covers an area of 30,379 km2. The 

city has always enjoyed a strategic position. It has connections to the main roads connecting 

the Western Balkans with the Black Sea and Eastern Europe with the Middle East. Veliko 

Tarnovo borders Arbanassi Bardo in the east and northeast, Orlovets in the north, Kozludzha 

in the west and Dalga laka district in the south. The relief of Veliko Tarnovo is diverse, with 

both plain and mountainous areas. 

Two main roads pass through Veliko Tarnovo: Varna-Sofia and Rousse-Stara Zagora. 

Rail transport is also developed.  

In terms of economy, the city is separated into 4 industrial zones, corresponding to 

the four main cardinal points. The main developed industries of the city are plastics 

(production of plastic bags) and beverages - Bolyarka AD. The first beverage factory in the 

city was built in 1987. 

Today, Veliko Tarnovo is one of the most important urban centers in Bulgaria. It is 

one of the few cities with rising population. At the same time, it is one of the most 

important educational and cultural centers in Bulgaria, hosting two universities and 

intensive artistic activity. The city offers tourists many options, with a growing number of 

visitors in the last decades.  

Svishtov is situated on the right bank of the Danube, geographically opposite 

Zimnicea town in Romania. It is the district's second largest city. The city is 237 km away 

from the capital Sofia and 251 km away from the port of Varna. Svishtov Port is the 

southernmost Danubian port. 
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The city's economy focuses around port activity and products import and export. 

Industry is also present with the following fields: chemical, electronics, constructions. At 

the same time, agricultural activities are undergone here. In 2009, the economic crisis 

forced the Svilosa chemical plant to shut down its main cellulose production.  

Gorna Oryahovitsa is a town located in Veliko Tarnovo district, 10 km away from the 

homonymous town. It is located along the Yantra River, in the immediate vicinity of Veliko 

Tarnovo municipality. The city enjoys an important geostrategic status, as its territory is 

crossed by important local, national and international transport arteries: I-3 (Sofia-Varna) 

and I-5 (Rousse-Kardzhali). The public transportation system is also well developed, both 

inside the city and in connection with localities around the city. The city also has a good 

railway infrastructure, as well as a modern airport, which has been in operation since 1995. 

In terms of economy, the city is one of Bulgaria's most important sugar producers. In 

addition to the sugar factory, the city hosts many sweets and patisserie producers.  

 Pavlikeni is a town in the district of Veliko Tarnovo, located 41 km away from 

district's homonymous county seat. In terms of infrastructure, the city is connected to other 

localities by road and railway. 

The heavy industry in the city is well developed. The Balkancar-Zarya plant specializes 

in the production of steel wheels and rims. Metarem Company specializes in the production 

of spare parts for agricultural machinery. There are also companies in the textile and food 

industry in Pavlikeni. 

Elena is situated 42 km away from the town of Veliko Tarnovo and is also a mountain 

resort, known for its local cuisine. The city is located in the valley of the Elena river, north 

of the Elena Hills and south of the Balkan mountain range. The city is located 38 km away 

from the town of Veliko Tarnovo, 230 km away from Varna and 280 km away from Sofia. 

  Historically, the city of Elena was established as a settlement before the 15th 

century, with some representative architectural ensembles preserved from the 17th to 18th 
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centuries, a period of revival and prosperity of the Bulgarian society. The architectural 

ensemble comprises approximatively 130 buildings. 

The city of Elena is a point of interest for tourists, due to its mountainous scenery, 

monuments that can be visited, its holidays and events taking place in the city, as well as 

to the local culinary specialty that proposes some recipes specific to the.  

Lyaskovets is a town in the Veliko Tarnovo district, located 10 km away from city of 

Veliko Tarnovo, 2 km away from Gorna Oryahovitsa and 5 km away from Yantra River. The 

relief of the territory is bordered by hills, being characteristic of the hilly Danubian Plain. 

The name of the city derives from the word Leska (or Leshnik) which translates as hazel, 

reminding of the period when hazel was abundant in this area. 

There are several industrial branches where considerable production capacities are 

concentrated, providing jobs for most of the city's population and from its surroundings. 

Industries present in the city are diverse: automotive, metal processing, food and textile 

industries. Agriculture is also a productive field in this area, especially with regard to 

vegetables cultivation.  

   

Main tourist attractions in Veliko Tarnovo district 

 Tourists who wish to visit Veliko Tarnovo district can enjoy over 100 monuments, 

natural sites, parks, etc. They are indeed, concentrated around the main urban centers in 

the district, which still maintain a rich historical vibe. For example, the district's 

homonymous county seat, Veliko Tarnovo, is a tourists' favorite destination due to the city's 

historic vibe. Tourists have the opportunity to visit various monuments, including museums, 

churches, fortresses or symbolic monuments representative of the city and the district. In 

2013, about 450,000 tourists visited Veliko Tarnovo. On the other hand, the city of Elena 

may be preferred by tourists interested in mountain resorts.  
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 Further bellow we will describe some of the tourist centers of interest for tourists, 

from Veliko Tarnovo and its surroundings, as they are the most numerous and concentrated 

in an area accessible to tourists: 

 Marno pole Park, located in the city of Veliko Tornovo, in a central area, is one of 

the most popular recreational places in the city. In the past, where the park is today, 

there was a medieval settlement, and today, the park is the place where an 

international folklore festival, various concerts and cultural events are held in the 

summer theater. The Christmas Fair is one of the most popular events for locals and 

visitors. 

 The Stambolov Bridge is 37 m tall and offers a view to the old town of Veliko Tarnovo.  

 Trapezitsa Fortress is located on the homonymous hill, and is located near Veliko 

Tarnovo. It is located on the Yantra's river right bank. It is a natural fortress, with 

the river surrounding its limits on three sides. The fortress has a rich historical vibe, 

of interest to tourists. 

 The Kartala Waterfall is a point of interest for nature enthusiasts. It is located near 

Veliko Tarnovo. It has a height of 8-10 m and it is surrounded by rocks and vegetation. 

A newly renovated eco-route is also built in the area. Beautiful and stable wooden 

bridges are built to help cross the river. Stop-over spots are also set-up for tourists, 

with benches and tables, and the route is easy to reach.  

 Memorial houses, museums and art galleries: Petko Slaveikov Museum-House, Boris 

Denev Art Gallery, House with the Monkey, Mateja Gallery, Archaeological Museum, 

National Revival and Constituent Assembly Museum, Modern History Museum, 

Tsarevgrad Turnov (Wax Figures Museum), etc. 

 Churches, monasteries and other religious buildings: St. Nicholas Church, St Dimitar 

Solunski's Temple, St. Spas Church, etc. 
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 Although much of the tourist attractions are concentrated around the city of Veliko 

Tarnovo, tourists can choose to expand their tourist route also to other locations in 

the district, where they can enjoy various tourist attractions. We can mention some 

of these objectives for tourists to choose from: 

 The Rahovets Fortress near Gorna Oryahovitsa is a Thracian fortress. The fortress has 

3 entrances and the fortified wall is 3 m high. It is made of stone partly mixed with 

mortar and a system of wooden beams. 

 Historical Reserve Tekir Dere is located near Svishtov and is the place where Russian 

troops disembarked during the Russian-Turkish war. Since 1969, the Tekir Dere River 

valley area has been declared a historic reserve. 

 Musinska Cave from Musina is an alternative for nature lovers. 

 Emen Canyon is also an alternative for nature enthusiasts, with wild scenery, steep 

cliffs, greenery and marked trails for tourists. 

 Memorial houses, museums and art galleries: The Clock Tower from Kilifarevo, Assen 

Razcvetnikov Museum-House in Draganovo, Philip Totyu Museum-House in Vonesta 

Voda, the Paleontology Museum - Elena from Emen, the Ethnographic Museum from 

Byala cherkva, the History Museum from Pavlikeni, the Ancient Ceramic Center near 

Pavlikeni, etc. 

 Churches, monasteries and other religious buildings: The Nativity Church from 

Arbanasi, the Patriarchal Monastery from Samovodene, Lyaskovski Monastery, 

Prophet Elijah Monastery from Plakovo, Kapinovo Monastery - Nicholas the Miracle-

worker from Kapinovo, Svishtov Monastery, etc. 

 Veliko Tarnovo district offers accommodation capacity in 239 accommodation units, 

137 restaurants and other dining venues. Regarding recreational fishing, it can be practiced 

in 100 ponds or in 17 rivers, including the Danube. 
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4. Localities proposed to be included in the tourist routes in each county / district  

 

4.1 Teleorman County 

 

For Teleorman county, we propose the following localities and tourist attractions to 

be included in the package holidays: 

Suhaia Pond is a natural, special bird protection area that corresponds to the 4th 

IUCN Category (bird protection nature reserve), located in Muntenia, on the territory of 

Teleorman county. The natural area is located in the northern part of Burnazului Plain, in 

the western part of Suhaia village, on the administrative territory of the homonymous 

commune, near DN51A national road connecting Zimnicea to Turnu Magurele. In Suhaia 

there is an accommodation unit and in the neighboring village of Fantanele, another 

accommodation unit. Fishing can be practiced in Lake Suhaia or Iancu's Brook (channel 

between the Suhaia pond and the Danube) for a fee of 30 Ron.  

Turnu Magurele, a Danube port and crossing point to Bulgaria. It dates back to the 

Roman era. The city has a rich history, several fortresses having been built here over time. 

The first fortress of Turnu Magurele was built during the Roman period, around the 2nd 

century. Few centuries later, in the 4th century, the city of Constantine the Great was built 

on its ruins.  

 

The history of the locality continues also in the Middle Ages, when a new fortress was 

built during the reign of Mircea the Elder on the ruins of the old fortresses, having defensive 

role against the Ottoman invasion. But it was burned, remaining nothing but some ruins. 

Part of the walls of the medial fortress can be seen today in Turnu Magurele. Also, 

legends say that under the fortress's gate there is a 2,000-year-old tunnel (from the Roman 

era), connecting the two banks of the Danube. Apart from the ruins of Turnu Fortress, there 
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is also a statue of Mircea the Elder Ruler and the Bust of General David Praporgescu, as well 

as the Independence Monument, also known as the Gendarme from 1877. 

Nearby, tourist can go on boat trips on the Danube and practice sport fishing.  

Turnu Magurele hosts two accommodation units, a hotel and a guest house. 

Corabia - Turnu Magurele natural area is a site of community importance located 

on the administrative territory of Teleorman and Olt counties. It was established in 2007 to 

protect the wild biodiversity in the area. The area is very rich in tourist sights such as: the 

Islands (Calnovăţ, Large and Small), the Danube coast and quay, but also numerous historic 

fortresses and vestiges (Turris Fortress and Vedea Fortress). Also, fishing is allowed in some 

areas, and boat trips are available on the Danube. 

 

Zimnicea, a Danubian port and a crossing point in Bulgaria, is situated in the Danube 

Delta (Romania's southernmost point), and Suhaia Pond and Goose Island can be found 

nearby - they were designated by the Government of Romania as protected areas of national 

interest. 

West of Zimnicea, lies a Geto-Dacian fortress from the 4th century BC. But the city's 

first documentary testimony dates back to 1385 under the name "Dezimnikos". 

A more innovative form of tourism can also be practiced in Zimnicea, namely, visiting 

unfinished buildings from the city's reconstruction plan after the 1977 earthquake. 

Following the earthquake in 1977, local authorities reported the destruction of 80% of the 

city, but no casualties. The reconstruction program was initiated by order from Ceausescu, 

and although it lasted three years, it left behind a lot of unfinished housing blocks.  

Nearby tourist can go on boat trips on the Danube and practice sport fishing. 

In Zimnicea there is one accommodation unit - a hotel. 
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Troianu Forest Nature Reserve is situated on the administrative territory of Troianu 

locality from Teleorman county. The forest, stretching over an area of 71 hectares, is 

famous for the Romanian peony, an endangered plant species that grows here. The forest 

is also home to several species of oak specific to the sylvosteppe area, among which: the 

Turkey oak, the Hungarian oak, the downy oak and the Grayish oak. Several tourist routes 

are set-up inside the reservation, dedicated to those who love walks in the nature. Here, 

tourists can also observe the traces of a Roman road. 

In Alexandria, tourists can visit the St. Alexander Episcopal Cathedral. It is 45 meters 

high, 42 long and 26 wide, and is built in Corinthian style. What makes this place of worship 

truly special, is that the Byzantine-style paintings are done by authors such as Stefan 

Luchian, Constantin Artachino and Constantin Pascali, all three being some of Romania's 

greatest painters. 

St. Apostles Peter and Paul Church is another place of worship that can be visited in 

Alexandria. This monumental structure has an architecture different from all the other 

churches or monasteries in Teleorman. It adopts the Byzantine style, having a cross-shaped 

foundation and four turrets, two large and two small. The quality of this church's 

construction can be seen from a distance, and the interior and exterior religious paintings 

are true works of art. They were done by Gheorghe Ioanid between 1902-1904, a famous 

painter who decorated many places of worship throughout his career. 

Alexandria's marble walkway looks similar to those than can be found in cities from 

Italy, such as Venice. It stretches over approximatively 1 km. 

 

 Border crossing points in Bulgaria: 

 Turnu Măgurele Port - Border Crossing Point, Turnu Magurele Town, 1 Portului Street 

 • Zimnicea Port - Border Crossing Point, Zimnicea locality, Teleorman county 
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4.2. Giurgiu County 

 

For Giurgiu county, we propose that the following localities and tourist attractions 

are included in the package holidays: 

The town of Comana is very attractive for tourists. Here is the Comana Monastery, 

the Neajlov Delta Monastery, the Heroes Mausoleum from Comana, the Comana Natural 

Park, the Neajlov Delta, the Walnut Fountain, the Paper Mill, the Comana Airport, the Gellu 

Naum House, Comana Adventure Park and the recreational fishing grounds on the Neajlov 

banks. 

Comana Monastery was built by Vlad the Impaler in 1461 as a fortress-monastery. 

The monastery was rebuilt in 1588 by the boyar Radu Serban. 

During the reign of Serban Cantacuzino, the monastery experienced another stage of 

restoration, in the spirit of innovations brought by Constantin Brâncoveanu's era to the 

technique of constructions. 

It is important to know that the tourists will find here the Miracle Maker Icon of St. 

Nicholas and the relics of St. Catherine. Also, here, there is the tomb of Patrascu Voda, son 

of Mihai Viteazu. 

The Neajlov Delta Monastery – even if it’s under construction, it is open for visiting. 

 

Heroes Mausoleum from Comana - According to the information provided by the great 

historian Nicolae Iorga (in 1919), the "World War I Fallen Heroes Mausoleum" was built in 

1932 within the Medieval Fortress (15th century) and the Comana Monastery. 516 heroes of 

different nationalities such as Romanians, Germans, Bulgarians and Turks were buried in 

this cemetery, but they could not be identified. 

Comana Nature Park - is the largest protected area in the Romanian Plain and consists 

of three forests: Călugăreni - Fântânele, Oloaga - Grădinari and Padina Tătarului. It was 
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declared a natural reserve in 1954 in order to protect the species of flowers - blue thorns, 

may lilies and the Romanian peony. Tourists arriving in Comana Nature Park can opt for 

touristic tours through the forest or for boat rides and sport fishing.  

Neajlov Delta - is the second biodiversity after the Danube Delta. Here, a place that 

can be considered a corner of heaven, are housed over 141 species of birds and 13 species 

of fish. 

The Walnut Fountain is a legendary place where tourists can see the place where 

Vlad the Impeler was killed. 

The Paper Mill is a museum workshop where tourists can see old printing and binding 

equipment. 

Comana Aerodrome is a sports club where tourists can experience paragliding or 

sailplane flying. 

The Gellu Naum House is the memorial house of surrealist writer Gellu Naum, one of 

the great representatives of the surrealist current In Europe. 

The Peony Reserve from Comana Forest offers the perfect pretext for organizing the 

"Peony Feast" or "The Blooming of the Paeonia Peregrina" Spectacle. It is an event that 

wants to achieve three objectives: preserving traditions, preserving biodiversity and 

protecting the Romanian peony. 

Comana Adventure Park features an adventure park with trails for children and 

adults, a zip line across the lake, restaurants, places where fauna and flora can be admired, 

boat rides, archery and even conferences or other events. 

There are 3 accommodation units in Comana: a hotel, a hostel and an inn. 

In the village of Frăteşti, there is the village museum - symbolically called the "Dacia 

School Museum" - due to the fact that a significant part of the material remains belong to 

the Geto-Dacians, thus proving the millennial continuity of the Romanian people in this 
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area. It was established in 1967 and is structured on several sections, the most important 

being the archeology-history section. 

Mocanu Island, 5 km long and 1,2 km wide, the largest of the four islands in the 

vicinity of Giurgiu, is a place untouched by civilization, with vegetation and fauna similar 

to the Danube Delta, with beaches and inner lakes of a special charm, where fishing and 

hunting parties can be organized. 

In Giurgiu there are 81 sites classified as historical monuments of different categories 

and at both levels (national and local). Among them, Giurgiu Fortress stands out (14th-18th 

centuries), west of the Port Road, and the site of "Malu Roşu", where two settlements from 

the upper and the lower Paleolithic were found. Remnants of the Turkish Fortress Wall (18th 

century) also stand out, situated behind the lots on Danube and Clock Tower streets (1771) 

in Union Square, a building based on a minaret of an ancient mosque. Two other historical 

monuments of national interest are public monuments: the 19th-century statues "Diana" 

(from Railway Square) and "Apollo Belvedere" from Park Street, corner-shop with Călugăreni 

Street. 

There are 9 accommodations units in Giurgiu: 5 hotels, 2 motels, 1 boarding house 

and 1 apartment for rental.  

 

Border crossing points to Bulgaria: 

 Giurgiu Free Zone crossing point, Giurgiu locality, Giurgiu county, Giurgiu-

Ruse Bridge. 

 

4.3. Călărași county 

An important natural resource of Calarasi Municipality is the surface waters. The 

Danube borders the territory in the south and the Borcea Arm, which splits from the river 

on left bank downstream of Chiciu point, crosses the urban area from south-north to south-
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west, after forming the Borcea elbow. Borcea Arm, which is located in Calarasi, is 99 km 

long. The Danube ferry-crossing point from Calarasi - Silistra is an excellent place for a 

promenade or to take pictures. At the same time, it is a good place for boat trips on the 

Danube and Borcea. In terms of leisure sports, the municipality has a swimming pool, 2 

pools, five football fields with artificial lawn and adequate illumination for night sports 

competitions, a sports complex with football and handball fields, a gymnasium, a tennis 

court, three fitness gyms, a ping-pong room and two bowling alleys. 

The three set-up beaches offer both Calarasi residents and tourists spots for summer 

fun. The largest of the beaches, known as the Large Beach, is located opposite of the Borcea 

Arm. Access is made by boat or motorboat. It is located opposite the Central Park. The 

second beach, Youth Beach, is located in the vicinity of the forest. The last beach connects 

with Albatros Restaurant's terrace. 

Calarasi city also hosts the Calarasi Danube Festival, which is organized in Dumbrava 

Park. This festival aims to promote fishing as a way of relaxation and leisure along the 

Borcea Arm, the main natural attraction of Calarasi county. Participants can enjoy fish 

delicacies, competitions, nutrition workshops and fishing for children, promotional stands, 

music and popular dances. 

11 accommodation units were identified in Calarasi county: 3 hotels, 3 motels, 3 

boarding houses and a tourist complex. 

Borcea Arm splits from the Danube in the region of Călăraşi - Ostrov and reunites 

with the river at Giurgeni. It is about 70 kilometers long and is an ideal place for fishing and 

for tourist delight on the local gastronomy. 

 

Săruleşti locality is also ideal for fishing. Here, take place the annual carp sport 

fishing championships. 
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Border crossing points to Bulgaria: 

 Oltenița Port border crossing point, Olteniţa locality, 48 Port Street, Călăraşi 

county, telephone / fax: 0242.515.667 

 Călărași Road (ferry) and Port crossing point, Chiciu locality, Călăraşi 

county, telephone / fax: 0242.311.009 

 

4.4. Silistra District 

 

The town of Tutrakan (in Bulgarian Тутракан, in English Tutrakan) is a Danube port 

city in Silistra district in northeastern Bulgaria. The town is located on the right bank of the 

Danube, 58 km east from Rousse and 62 km west from Silistra. On the opposite bank lies 

the Romanian town of Oltenita. 

Turtrakan is known as a fishing port. Here is the architectural ensemble "The 

Fishermen's Quarter".  

The following objectives can be visited in this city: Danubian Fisherman Museum and 

Boat Construction, the History Museum, the ruins of the Transmariska roman castrum, the 

St. Nicholas Church (located in the Fishermen's District), the Memorial and Military 

Cemetery from Tutrakan (approx. 10 km from the city) or tourists can visit the harbor or 

the Danube banks.  

Tourist can fish at "Antimovo" dam, located 10 kilometers east of the city of 

Tutrakan and in the immediate vicinity of Antimovo Inn area. 

Another place for fishing is the Boblata Pond. This pond is not located on Google 

Maps. The following coordinates can be used to reach it: 44.026513, 26.592607.  
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4.5. Rousse District 

 

The city of Rousse is a well-known border crossing point due to Giurgiu-Rousse 

bridge. 

Rousse is one of the largest cities in Bulgaria and the largest Bulgarian town on the 

Danube. The city is called "Little Vienna" due to its unique architecture. 

The city of Rousse was founded by Roman emperor Vespasian during 69-79 under the 

name of Sexaginta Prista ("The Port of the Sixty Ships"). Today, Rousse is a large industrial 

center. The machinery and shipbuilding industry are very well developed.  

Rousse is known for its preserved buildings from the end of the 19th century and the 

early twentieth century. There are more than 260 monuments. Most of the city's attractions 

are located in the center (museums, architectural landmarks, theater, opera, hotels, 

restaurants, cafes and souvenir shops). 

About 200 of Rousse's buildings are on the list of architectural and historical heritage. 

The Dohodno Building was built in 1902 and the monument of freedom was inaugurated in 

1908. The first was built in the classic German style and the monument is a unique creation 

of Italian sculptor Arlondi Tsoki.  

On the main street of the city tourists can find "Aleksandrovska", an architectural 

ensemble of neo-baroque, neo-rococo and other architectural styles. 

Rousse hosts some important cultural events each year. A modern city with an active 

nightlife, many night clubs and restaurants that satisfy all tastes. 

Lipnik Park is 12 km away from Rousse and covers an area of approximately 20,000 

hectares. It is considered the largest forest-park in Bulgaria. It is intended to be a 

recreational natural park. Around it, on the hills, many holiday villas and permanent 

dwellings were built, and even companies from Rousse have built buildings in the vicinity 

of the lake. We also find here many restaurants, hotels, playgrounds, facilities for various 
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sports, camping sites, and even a zoo.  

With all the facilities and all the modern comfort, this area is the preferred place 

for relaxation and tourism for many Rousse inhabitants and not only. Lipnik Park and Lake 

offers them, but also to many other tourists who come here from various areas (even from 

other countries), recreation areas, rest, entertainment, well-preserved nature, an artificial 

lake filled with various species of fish - fishing is very common but is well controlled by 

the authorities; on the lake kayak-canoe can be practiced, as the lake is quite long; 

swimming is strictly forbidden. Alleys and walking paths are set-up through the dense forest 

covering the main hill, and on the right bank of the lake - the one with the forest - very 

pleasant camping spots are set-up from place to place, hidden in the forest, but with superb 

views of the lake. 

The lake was formed by the waters that flow from two valleys, one larger (the lake's 

bottom) and one smaller, which encompass a huge hillside that houses the forest park. As 

already highlighted, the smaller valley is closed by a dike, and the lake formed there was 

fully set-up and conditions were created, favorable for the development of lush aquatic 

vegetation with reed and bulrush, various species of floating plants, but especially white-

water lilies, which now cover a large part of the lake's surface. Even a concrete slabs trail 

was arranged, which crosses through the middle, right through the heart of the water lilies 

area. 

The park is also accessible by bus from Rousse, and the journey takes about 20 

minutes.  

Another place near Rousse where one can fish, is Shtraklevo Pond. It is located 

approx. 17 km away from Rousse.  
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4.6. Veliko Tarnovo district 

 

The Alexander Stamboliiski Dam is located on the territory of Veliko Tarnovo and 

Gabrovo districts. It was built in 1954. The dam's wall was built according to a German 

project created prior to World War II. The dam was built in the village of Bara. 

Alexander Stamboliyski is the first large-dimensions dam in Bulgaria, built in 1954. It 

starts 3 km from the western end of Sevlievo city and its wall is close to the village of Gorsko 

Kalugerovo, Suhindol municipality. It is 13 km away from Suhindol, 18 km away from 

Pavlikeni, 33 km away from Sevlievo and 50 km away from Veliko Tarnovo. Its total length 

from where it starts in Sevlievo, to the dam’s-built wall in Gorsko village, is 18 km. 

 

Rositsa and Vidima rivers were intercepted during the construction. It was built on 

the site of the former Bara village, whose inhabitants were relocated. When the water level 

drops, remains of old buildings and the church's cross can be seen on the bottom. 

The water catchment area of the dam is 1478 km.p. The dam is 66 meters tall, and 

its length at its crown is 300 meters. The construction began in 1940 and was completed in 

1954. 

Recreational and water sports facilities are built near Mladen village, Sevlievo 

municipality, on the right bank of the dam, one kilometer away from its wall. The dam 

offers options for a short break or a longer rest with fishing - carp, perch, catfish, zander, 

canoeing and sailing boats, surfing and water skiing. 

 
Yovkovtsi dam is built 5 km away from the city of Elena, on the bank on Veselina 

river "Yovkovtsi". Yovkovtsi Dam is one of the largest and most picturesque lakes in Bulgaria. 

Its total volume is 92,179,000 m³ and provides drinking water for approximately 250,000 

people from the districts of Veliko Tarnovo and Gabrovo. 
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Named after one of the villages destroyed during its construction - Yovkovtsi village. 

Its construction started in March 1968 and the first launch of water from Yovkovtsi Dam to 

Veliko Tarnovo, dates back to April 25th, 1979. During 1981-1982 the pumping station of 

"Yovkovtsi" Water Supply System was completed and also the water supply in the city of 

Elena. 

More than 10 species of fish are found in this lake; therefore, it is suitable for 

recreational fishing. Carp, Coregonus maraenoides, pickerel, rudd, silver carp, grass carp, 

perch, catfish and more species swim in this lake. Fishermen must read the signs indicating 

the permitted areas and must have a ticket, otherwise the fine is 500 leva. Fishing is allowed 

only in certain places.  

Most roads to the dam are rural and forest roads. A complex tourist infrastructure 

was developed in the area and next to the fishing lake; the dam is suitable for canoeing, 

camping and holidays close to nature. The dam offers many places with wonderful views. 

The town of Veliko Tarnovo is located 210 m above sea level, along the Sveta Gora, 

Tsarevets and Trapezitsa historical hills. Today, Veliko Tarnovo is an important 

administrative, cultural, historical and tourist center in Bulgaria. 

Veliko Tarnovo is Bulgaria's city with the most glorious historical past. Vestiges from 

Tsarevets Hill date before the Bronze Age (13th century BC). The first settlements here 

were inhabited by the Tracii. The place has known a special prosperity between the 6th 

century BC. and the 1st century AD.  

There are 140 cultural monuments of national importance in Veliko Tarnovo district. 

The cultural history of the area dates from the prehistoric age. The numerous cultural 

monuments, the rich and varied fauna and thermal waters near Voneshta Voda ("Stinking 

Waters") create conditions for hunting and cultural tourism, along with medical and spa 

tourism. The wine-growing complexes of Lyaskovetz, Suhindol, Karaysen and Svishtov 
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stimulate the wine tourism. Townships such Elena, Zlataritza, Strazhitza and Pavlikenisunt 

are specialized in rural tourism. 

Good location, climate, natural resources, well-preserved historical vestiges, 

preservation and continuation of traditional craftsmanship, give the area a good 

development in the future. Veliko Tarnovo is an important tourist symbol of Bulgaria, and 

statistics indicate that the city and the district are among the top 10 most visited tourist 

destinations in Eastern Europe. 
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5. Proposals for package holidays 
 

Note: With regard to recreational fishing activities that tourists will want to engage 

in while they are on the touristic routes, when planning the package holidays, it is important 

to take account of the periods of prohibition, the prohibition areas and protection areas, 

and the biological recovery of living aquatic resources. 

In Romania, for 2019, ORDER no. 54/76 of January 2019 regarding the establishment 

of fishing-prohibition periods and areas, as well as the areas for the protection of living 

aquatic resources in 2019 (Official Gazette of Romania, Part I, No. 85 / 04.02.2019), fishing 

is forbidden for commercial, recreational and family purposes of any species of fish, 

crustaceans, mollusks and other aquatic animals in natural fish habitats, for a period of 60 

days, between April 11th to June 9th inclusive, and in waters forming a state frontier, 

for a period of 45 days, between April 26th and June 9th inclusive, except as provided 

in the Order.  

Another aspect to be taken into account by tourists, is the time they will spend at 

border crossing points and the regulations in force regarding border crossings, at European 

Union level. Tourists who rent a car from Otopeni Airport or Sofia should mention, right 

from the moment of renting, that they intend to cross a state border, otherwise they will 

be stopped at the border. 

Except from the Giurgiu - Ruse Bridge border crossing point, which is open 24/h, all 

other border crossings points between Romania and Bulgaria have a fixed work schedule 

due to ferry transport, and it is necessary to consult this schedule in advance to reduce as 

much possibly the waiting time. The working hours schedule and tariffs for the ferry that 

connects Calarasi and Silistra can be found on the website https://bactrecereferibot.ro/ , 

and the working hours schedule and tariffs for the ferry that connects Turnu Magurele and 

Nikopole are available at http: // www.feribot-eurobac.ro/.  
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For each of the tourist packages below, we recommend that tour operators ensure 

transportation to and from each point of the proposed route. Taking into account that these 

package holidays are more suited to the groups, a good organization of the route is to ensure 

public transport. This way, tourists who do not have a personal car can also enjoy these 

packages. Moreover, transportation provided by tour operators help tourists enjoy the 

entire proposed circuit, not having to worry for transportation from one location to the 

other. 

In addition, organizing the groups of tourists interested in traveling on the routes 

proposed within the package holidays, will contribute in the future to the creation of 

communities of tourists with common interests - fishing enthusiasts and cultural heritage 

specific to the visited areas - groups that can meet again yearly, to enjoy the tourist 

opportunities offered by the package holidays described further below and to create 

friendships. 

 

General Note: The following tourist routes can be traveled starting from both 

Romania and Bulgaria, even if the first point included in each of the following packages 

is found in Romania - these will be traveled by tourists living on the territory of Romania, 

starting with the first point from Romania included in the package ; for Bulgarian 

tourists, routes will be traveled starting with the last point included in the package 

holidays, a point that can be found in Bulgaria.  
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Package holiday 1. Suhaia pond, Turnu Măgurele, Nikopol and Alexander 
Stamboliiski dam 

 

This package holiday addresses all fishing enthusiasts but is more suited for tourist 

groups - families, seniors or young people, organized either informally or within team-

building activities for companies or other organizations. 

 

Route 1. Suhaia lake, Turnu Măgurele, Nikopol and Alexander Stamboliiski Dam 

 

This package is recommended for a 3-day stay. We recommend crossing the border 

with the ferry from Turnu Magurele-Nikopol border crossing point. It is a package suitable 

for both fishing enthusiasts and ordinary tourists. Fishing enthusiasts can enjoy a complete 

experience if they stop at Turnu Magurele or Nikopol to fish also in the Danube.  
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The proposed package holiday starts from Suhaia, Lake Suhaia - Iancu's Brook, 

proposing tourists to engage in fishing activities. The fishing fee is 30 Ron per person / 12 

h and one can fish: crucian carp and carp. 

Accommodation for an overnight stay near Lake Suhaia includes a lodging unit in the 

homonimous locality in a guesthouse or, also in a guesthouse, an accommodation offer in 

Fântânele (neighboring village) with a tourist capacity of 24, respectively 20 seats and 

operating as 4 or 3 stars accommodation unit.  

 They also offer the option for dining within the accommodation unit. One advantage 

of guesthouse staying, is the kitchen, where tourists have access and where they can 

prepare the fish they catch. These guesthouses also provide a garden barbecue where fish 

can be grilled. Tourists staying at a hotel must keep the fish caught in ice until they get 

home. Ice and freezer bags can be purchased from gas stations or supermarkets in the 

nearest cities. 

Lake Suhaia is, in itself, an objective to visit for passionate nature enthusiasts. But they 

can also visit the water tower from the village.  

The next proposed destination is the town of Turnu Magurele. The city is a point of 

interest for tourists due to the tourist attractions they can visit here. 14 tourist attractions 

were identified: Turnu-Magurele Water Tower, St. Haralambie Church, Statue of Mircea the 

Elder, Angelescu House, Statue of the Gendarme, Ruins of Turris Roman Fortress, The Bust 

of Praporgescu, Independence Monument, Central Park, Turnu Magurele Court, the bridge 

over Sâi river, the "Nicolae Bălcescu" Urban Ensemble, the "Danube's Street" Urban Ensemble 

and the "St. Friday" church ensemble. If tourists wish to spend the night in the city, they 

can choose between two accommodation units (a hotel and a house) and five dining units. 

The hotel has a capacity of 159 seats and 3 stars, and the house has a capacity of 4 seats 

and a shared bathroom. 
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Also, from Turnu Magurele tourist will make the transition to Bulgaria in the city of 

Nikopol, where tourists will complete the objectives of the proposed package holiday. 

Tourists will have to cross the Danube by ferry. The ferry fee for a passenger is 1.5 Eur, for 

children under 6 is free, and for a car is 11 Eur. 

Tourists who do not want to spend the night in Turnu Magurele, can accommodate in 

Nikopol, where there is a guesthouse and a hotel or in a guesthouse located 8 km away from 

Nikopol, therefore, over 50 available accommodation seats are available. 

 In Nikopol, tourists can choose to stay to visit the city's tourist attractions or to go 

fishing at Alexander Stamboliiski dam. Those who decide to visit the city of Nikopol can 

choose any of the following objectives: the Victory Monument of Nikopol, "Assumption of 

the Virgin Mary" Church, Eliya Fountain, Smolyanovi House, "St. Stephen" or "St. Peter and 

Paul" Churches - the last one ruined, with the collapsed pronaos - located in the 

northeastern part of the medieval fortress dating from the 13th-14th century, during the 

Second Bulgarian Tsardom. 

Nikopol is a city with remarkable cultural heritage due to its historical importance. 

Nikopol - Nicopole or Nicopolis - remains in history as the place of the Battle of Nicopole on 

September 25th, 1396.  

This battle took place in the following historical context: the Balkan Peninsula being 

conquered almost entirely in the second half of the 15th century, and the Ottomans' 

expansion intentions, determined Sigismund of Hungary to mobilize the Western princes - 

under the Papacy banner - to stop the Muslims advance and banish them from the Balkans. 

In the spring of 1396, upon call from the Hungarian king and the Pope, knits from France, 

Germany, Italy and England arrived here. Mircea the Elder, king of Wallachia, subsequently 

joined the Hungarian and Transylvanian troops. The Christian armies crossed the Danube 

from Orsova, occupied Vidin and Rahova and began the siege of Nicopolis fortress. The 

battle was held on September 25th, 1396, and it was a disaster for the Crusaders. With 
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heavy armor, low mobility on rough grounds, the Christian army did not withstand the 

attacks of Turkish light cavalry and pedestrians. 

The defeat at Nicopole marked the end of the heavy armory age and has long 

discouraged the attempts of Christians to unite forces to drive the Turks out of Europe, 

Hungary and Wallachia, remaining alone in their war with the Ottomans who had extended 

their empire up to the Danube. Following the victory at Nicopolis, Baiazid abolished the 

Bulgarian tsardom and turned the fortresses from the right bank of the river into start points 

for predatory expeditions in the north of the Danube. 

1396 marked the beginning of an almost 500-year period of Ottoman domination in 

Bulgaria and almost the same period of harassment of countries on the left bank of the 

Danube. 

What this package holiday proposes is to visit the Alexander Stamboliiski Dam as well. 

The dam offers options for a short or longer rest, by practicing fishing - carp, perch, 

catfish, zander, canoeing and sailing boats, surfing and water skiing. The fishing fee is 12-

15 leva / 12 h of fishing. 

For accommodation, we recommend the city of Nikopol, about 100 km from here. 

There is a guesthouse and a hotel here, or a hostel located 8 km from Nikopol, so, over 50 

accommodation places available. For tourists who are only interested in fishing, we 

recommend accommodation in Gorsko Kalugerovo (near the lake) where there are 3 hotels 

and a guesthouse, with 2- or 3-stars conditions and about 100 accommodation places for 

tourists (in total). 

 

Given the short period necessary for completing the route established within this 

package holiday, we recommend that Romanian tourists spend the night in Bulgaria and 

that Bulgarian ones spend the night in Romania. This way, Romanians can enjoy some extra 

time spent on Bulgarian territory, during which they can further explore the tangible and 
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intangible heritage of the area, thus enjoying a complete experience. This also applies for 

Bulgarian tourists in Romania.  

 

It is necessary that this package is promoted during periods when prohibition is not 

declared, so that fishing enthusiasts can enjoy the specific activities without legal 

constraints. Thus, the package holiday will not be promoted between April 26th and June 

9th inclusive. 
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Package holiday 2. Lake Lazar, Alexandria, Turnu Măgurele, Nikopol, Alexander 
Stamboliiski dam, Veliko Târnovo and Yovkovtsi dam 

 

This package holiday addresses all fishing enthusiasts, but is more suitable for tourist 

groups - families, seniors or young people, organized either informally or within team-

building activities for companies or other organizations. 

This route is recommended for a 7-day tour. We recommend crossing the border by 

ferry at Turnu Magurele-Nikopol border crossing point. It is a route adequate for both fishing 

enthusiasts and also tourists who wish for a complete experience (combining tourist 

attractions with passion for fishing). Fishing enthusiasts can enjoy a complete experience if 

they stop at Turnu Magurele or Nikopol to fish in the Danube also. For fishing enthusiasts, 

this route can be shortened by eliminating localities such as Zimnicea and Veliko Tarnovo, 

thus spending more time on Lake Suhaia or Alexander Stramboliiski dam. This route can be 

ideal for families with children because there are many facilities available in the localities 

included. The route can be extended by adding a visit to Yovkovtsi dam.  
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Route 2. Lake Lazar, Alexandria, Turnu Măgurele, Nikopol, Alexander 

Stamboliiski dam, Veliko Tarnovo and Yovkovtsi dam 

 

The proposed package holiday starts near the city of Alexandria, Lake Lazar. Tourists 

can fish in the Lazar pond, situated 7 km away from Alexandria, in Poroschia locality, 

Teleorman county, for a 50 Ron fee per person/12 h, or 100 Ron person/24h. Here one can 

fish crucian carp, grass carp, carp, pickerel, zander and cat fish. Tourists can spend the 

night in Alexandria, were there are 3 hotels, one guest house and one inn.   

Tourists who want to make another stop to fish on their way to Turnu Magurele can 

stop in Izvoarele. There are 2 lakes here, separated by a dam: the Izvoarele Dam 1 and 

Izvoarele Dam 2. These lakes are about 1.5 km from Izvoarele. Here you can fish crucian 

carp, carp, phytophagus, big-headed carp, bleak, perch and roach for a fee of 12 Ron.  

The access road is an agricultural one (soil road, crossing the agricultural parcels) 

and becomes impractical at every rainfall.  
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The next destination proposed within the package is the town of Turnu Magurele. 

The city is a point of interest for tourists due to the tourist attractions they can visit here. 

14 tourist attractions have been identified, among which we mention the ruins of Roman 

Turris Fortress, the Water Tower, St. Haralambie Church, Central Park, etc. If tourists want 

to spend the night in the city, they can choose between two accommodation units (a hotel 

and a hostel) and five dining units. The 3-stars hotel has a capacity of 159 sits, and the 

guesthouse has a capacity of 4 sits and a shared bathroom. 

Turnu Magurele will also be the location from where tourists will cross to Bulgaria, 

in Nikopol, where tourists will complete the objectives within the proposed package 

holiday. Tourists will have to cross the Danube by ferry. The fee for passengers is 1.5 Eur, 

for children under the age of 6 is free, and for cars is 11 Eur. 

Tourists who do not want to spend the night in Turnu Magurele, can go to Nikopol, 

where there is a guesthouse and a hotel or a guesthouse located 8 km away from Nikopol, 

so, with over 50 available accommodation sits. Tourists can choose to stay in Nikopol to 

visit the city's tourist attractions or go fishing at Alexander Stamboliiski dam. Those who 

decide to visit the city of Nikopol can opt for any of the following objectives: Victory 

Monument in Nikopol, "Assumption of the Virgin Mary" Church, Eliya Fountain, Smolyanovi 

House, "St. Stephen" Church or "St. Peter and Paul" Church.  

Of the 7 days necessary to complete this route, we recommend that Romanian 

tourists spend 4 days in Bulgaria, and that Bulgarian tourists spend 4 days in Romania. 

This package holiday proposes to also visit the Alexander Stamboliiski dam as well. 

The dam offers options for a short or longer rest, by practicing fishing - carp, perch, 

catfish, zander, canoeing and sailing boats, surfing and water skiing. Those who are 

passionate for fishing and want to stay near the lake, they can spend the night in Gorsko 

Kalugerovo (near the lake) where there are 3 hotels and a guesthouse, with 2- or 3-stars 

conditions and approximatively 100 accommodation sits for tourists (in total). 
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Those who are also interested in the tourist attractions and cultural heritage of the 

area, can also spend the night in Veliko Tarnovo, one of the most visited cities in Bulgaria.  

The town of Veliko Tarnovo, along with its surroundings, is a favorite tourist 

destination due to its historical vibe. Tourists have the opportunity to visit various 

monuments, including museums, churches, fortresses or symbolic monuments, 

representative of the city and the district. Tourists can choose from an accommodation 

offer composed of 115 units (hotels, guesthouses, houses) with a capacity of over 4,000 

people and 80 dining units. 37 tourist attractions were identified from which tourists can 

choose, according to their own interests. They can choose to visit places of interest for 

nature lovers, such as Marno pole Park or Trapezitsa Hill, historical monuments (Trapezitsa 

Fortress), museums, art galleries (Petko Slaveikov Museum-house, House with the monkey, 

Mateja Gallery, Archaeological Museum, etc.), churches and monasteries (St. Spas Church, 

Arbanassi Nikola Monastery) and many other tourist attractions.  

The town of Veliko Tarnovo is the most well-known locality among those included in 

the package holidays. This is also evidenced by the approx. 70,000 photos on Instagram with 

#velikotarnovo that present the city in a unique way that cannot be found in the classic 

tourist brochures. 

Near the town of Veliko Tarnovo there is the Yantra River, where tourists can fish for 

carp, crucian carp, grass carp, bighead carp, zander and other fish species. For fishing in 

streams on Bulgarian territory, tourists will have to take into account the provisions of the 

state authorities regarding fishing activities. 

The proposed package ends with the Yovkovtsi dam. It is built 5 km away from the 

city of Elena, on Veselina "Yovkovtsi" river. Yovkovtsi dam is one of the largest and most 

picturesque lakes in Bulgaria. There are more than 10 species of fish in this lake. The lake 

is suitable for recreational fishing, and the fishing fee is 12-15 leva / 12h. 
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 Carp, coregonus maraenoides, pickerel, rudd, silver carp, grass carp, perch, catfish 

and more other fish species swim its waters. Fishermen must read the signs indicating the 

permitted areas and must have a ticket, otherwise the fine is 500 leva. Fishing is only 

allowed in certain areas. Most roads to the dam are rural and forest roads. In the town of 

Elena there are 15 accommodation units, offering over 500 accommodation sits (in total) 

and with various services: either in hotels, guesthouses, cottages or bungalow-stay. Most 

hotels are family hotels. Tourists have 7 dining units to choose from in Elena city. 

It is necessary that this package is promoted during periods when prohibition is not 

declared, so that fishing enthusiasts can enjoy the specific activities without legal 

constraints. Thus, the package holiday will not be promoted between April 26th and June 

9th inclusive. 
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Package holiday 3. Comana, Giugiu, Lipnik Park, Nikolovo and Rousse 

 

This package holiday addresses all fishing enthusiasts, but is more suitable for tourist 

groups - families, seniors or young people, organized either informally or within team-

building activities for companies or other organizations. 

This route is recommended for a 3-days stay. We recommend crossing the border by 

Giurgiu-Rousse bridge. It is a route suitable for both fishing enthusiasts and tourists who 

want a complete experience (combining tourist attractions with the passion for fishing). 

Fishing enthusiasts can enjoy a complete experience if they make a stop on the Danube 

shore to fish in the river. Both of the localities included in this route offer both recreational 

fishing locations as well as tourist attractions or leisure opportunities for tourists who prefer 

to interact with fish only at the table.  

Tourists who want to visit as many tourist attractions as possible, can make a stop in 

Giurgiu and then another stop in Rousse. Both cities have a lot to offer in terms of tourist 

attractions and leisure opportunities. Tourists who want to stay as much as possible 

outdoors, have the option to stop only to spend the night in Giurgiu or Rousse. 

Of the 3 days required for this route, we recommend that Romanian tourists spend 2 

days in Bulgaria and that Bulgarian tourists spend 2 days in Romania. 
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Route 3. Comana, Giugiu, Lipnik Park, Nikolovo and Rousse 
 

 
 

The town of Comana is very attractive for tourists. There are 7 tourist attractions in 

Comana. Here, tourists can find the Comana Monastery, the Neajlov Delta Monastery, the 

Heroes Mausoleum from Comana, Comana Natural Park, the Neajlov Delta, Walnut Fountain, 

the Paper Mill, the Comana Airport, the Gellu Naum House, Comana Adventure Park and the 

recreational fishing locations on the Neajlov river. 

There are 3 accommodations units in Comana: a hotel, a guesthouse, an inn and a 

restaurant where tourists can dine. The 4-stars hotel has a capacity of 30 sits; the inn has 

a capacity of about 15 sits and the 3-daisies guesthouse has a capacity of 10 seats. 

Comana Nature Park - is the largest protected area in the Romanian Plain and consists 

of three forests. It was declared a natural reserve in 1954 in order to protect the species of 

flowers - blue thorns, may lilies and the Romanian peony. Tourists arriving in Comana Nature 

Park can opt for touristic 
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tours through the forest or for boat rides and sport fishing. The Neajlov Delta - is the second 

biodiversity after the Danube Delta. Here, a place that can be considered a corner of 

heaven, are housed over 141 species of birds and 13 species of fish. The fishing fee is 85 

Ron per person / 12h. 

The Peony Reserve from Comana Forest offers the perfect pretext for organizing the 

"Peony Feast" or "The Blooming of the Paeonia Peregrina" Spectacle. It is an event that 

wants to achieve three objectives: preserving traditions, preserving biodiversity and 

protecting the Romanian peony. 

Comana Adventure Park features an adventure park with trails for children and 

adults, a zip line across the lake, restaurants, places where fauna and flora can be admired, 

boat rides options, archery and even conferences or other events. 

The next location within the proposed package holiday is Giurgiu, a city with lots to 

offer in terms of the number of tourist attractions which can be enjoyed here. There are 

81 attractions classified as historical monuments of different categories and at both levels 

(national and local). Among them, Giurgiu Fortress stands out (14th-18th centuries), located 

west of the Port Road, and the site of "Malu Roşu", where two settlements from the upper 

and lower Paleolithic were found. Remnants of the Turkish Fortress Wall (18th century) also 

stand out, situated behind the lots on Danube and Clock Tower streets (1771) in Union 

Square, a building based on a minaret of an ancient mosque. Two other historical 

monuments of national interest are public monuments: the 19th-century statues "Diana" 

(from the Railway Square) and "Apollo Belvedere" from Park Street, corner-shop with 

Călugăreni Street. 

Tourists can fish on Danube's Ara Arm (6 km from Giurgiu): asp, roach, perch, crucian 

carp, chub, carp, beluga, barbell, bream, zander, common nase, catfish, pickerel. Other 

fishing locations in the area are the Slobozia Ramadan pond where you can fish zander, 

catfish, pickerel; Bălănoaia pond, where you can fish carp, crucian carp; the Oncesti ponds 
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where you can fish carp, crucian carp, zander. All these ponds are located 8 km away from 

Giurgiu. Fishing fee is 30 Ron per person / 12 hours. 

There are 9 accommodation units in Giurgiu: 5 hotels, 2 motels, 1 guesthouse and 1 

apartment for rent. Of these, 4 units offer 3-stars conditions, 4 units offer 2-stars conditions 

and 1-star unit (the apartment) and a capacity of up to 150 sits. Tourists can dine in 28 

units. 

The next point within the proposed package holiday is Park Lipnik, 12 km away from 

Rousse, Bulgaria. Border will be crossed on the Giurgiu-Rousse bridge.  

Lipnik Park is 12 km away from Rousse and covers an area of approximately 20,000 

hectares. It is considered the largest forest-park in Bulgaria. It is intended to be a 

recreational natural park. Around it, on the hills, many holiday villas and permanent 

dwellings were built, and even companies from Rousse have built buildings in the vicinity 

of the lake. We also find here many restaurants, hotels, playgrounds, facilities for various 

sports, camping sites, and even a zoo.  

With all the facilities and all the modern comfort, this area is the preferred place 

for relaxation and tourism for many Rousse inhabitants and not only. Lipnik Park and Lipnik 

Lake offers them, but also to many other tourists who come here from various areas (even 

from other countries), recreation areas, rest, entertainment, well-preserved nature, an 

artificial lake filled with various species of fish - fishing is very common. But it is well 

controlled by the authorities. The fishing fee is 3 leva. 

Moreover, kayak-canoe can be practiced on the lake, as the lake is quite long; 

swimming is strictly forbidden. Alleys and walking paths are set-up through the dense forest 

covering the main hill, and on the right bank of the lake - the one with the forest - very 

pleasant camping spots are set-up from place to place, hidden in the forest, but with superb 

views of the lake. 
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The park is also accessible by bus from Rousse, and the journey takes about 20 

minutes.  

To visit Park Lipnik, tourists can spend the night in the city of Rousse. There are 74 

accommodation units here, thus over 1,500 accommodation sits and hotels with up to 4-

stars accommodation conditions, so that tourists can find an option accessible and suitable 

for their personal wishes. There are also 10 restaurants and 16 tourist attractions in Rousse, 

that tourists can visit in the city center. 

The 16 tourist attractions from Rousse, are: Renaissance Park, Renaissance 

Pantheon, Youth Park, Kurting, National Transport and Communications Museum, Monument 

of Freedom, Art Gallery, City Life Museum, Zahary Stoyanov Museum, St. Paul's Cathedral, 

Prince Batenberg Palace / Regional History Museum, Sexaginta Prista (Citadel), Levente 

Tabia, Riding Center, West Park Prista, Lesopark Lipnik – Rousse. 

Another place to fish near Rousse is the Shtraklevo pond. It is about 17 km away 

from Rousse. If they wish to spend the night before / after they spend their time fishing, 

tourists can spend the night in Rousse, where they benefit from the accommodation and 

dining units mentioned in the previous paragraph.  

Those who don’t want to spend the night in Rousse, can go to Nikolovo, which is near 

Park Lipnik. There is a Complex here, offering accommodations and dining options. 

Given the short period necessary for completing the route established within this 

package holiday, we recommend that Romanian tourists spend one of the nights in Rousse. 

This way, Romanians can enjoy some extra time spent on Bulgarian territory, during which 

they can further explore the tangible and intangible heritage of the area, thus enjoying a 

complete experience.  

 

It is necessary that this package is promoted during periods when prohibition is not 

declared, so that fishing enthusiasts can enjoy the specific activities without legal 
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constraints. Thus, the package holiday will not be promoted between April 26th and June 

9th inclusive. 
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Package holiday 4. Comana, Giurgiu, Park Lipnik, Nikolovo, Rousse, Ivanovo and 
Shtraklevo 

 

This package holiday addresses all fishing enthusiasts, but is more suitable for tourist 

groups - families, seniors or young people, organized either informally or within team-

building activities for companies or other organizations. 

This route is recommended for a 7-day tour. We recommend crossing the border at 

Giurgiu-Rousse bridge. It is a route adequate for both fishing enthusiasts and also tourists 

who wish for a complete experience (combining tourist attractions with discovering the 

cities of Giurgiu and Rousse with the passion for nature and fishing). Fishing enthusiasts can 

enjoy a complete experience if they make a stop on the Danube’s banks to fish in the river. 

Route 4. Comana, Giurgiu, Park Lipnik, Nikolovo, Rousse, Ivanovo and Shtraklevo 
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Of the 7 days necessary for this route, we recommend that Romanian tourists spend 

4 days in Bulgaria and that Bulgarian tourists spend 4 days in Romania. 

The localities included in this route offer both locations for recreational fishing and 

also tourist attractions that can be discovered during a walk. For those who want to enjoy 

nature but also facilities offered by cities, this route is ideal because it blends perfectly 

rural and urban areas.  

Both ends of this route are natural areas renowned for their beauty and visited 

annually by thousands of tourists (Comana and Park Lipnik). #comana appears frequently in 

searches on Instagram and more than 6,000 photos from this locality are tagged. Almost all 

of these pictures show natural landscapes from Comana.  

The town of Comana is very attractive for tourists. There are 7 tourist attractions in 

Comana. Here, we find the Comana Monastery, the Neajlov Delta Monastery, the Heroes 

Mausoleum from Comana, the Comana Nature Park, the Neajlov Delta, the Walnut Fountain, 

the Paper Mill, the Comana Airport, the Gellu Naum House, Comana Adventure Park and the 

recreational fishing grounds on the Neajlov banks. 

There are 3 accommodation units in Comana: a hotel, one guesthouse, an inn and a 

restaurant where tourist can dine. It is a 4-stars hotel with a capacity of 30 sits; the inn has 

a capacity of approx. 15 sits, and the 3-daisies guesthouse a capacity of 10 sits. 

Comana Nature Park - is the largest protected area in the Romanian Plain and consists 

of three forests. It was declared a natural reserve in 1954 in order to protect the species of 

flowers - blue thorns, may lilies and the Romanian peony. Tourists arriving in Comana Nature 

Park can opt for touristic tours through the forest or for boat rides and sport fishing. The 

Neajlov Delta - is the second biodiversity after the Danube Delta. Here, a place that can be 

considered a corner of heaven, are housed over 141 species of birds and 13 species of fish. 

The fishing fee is 85 Ron per person / 12h. 
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The Peony Reserve from Comana Forest offers the perfect pretext for organizing the 

"Peony Feast" or "The Blooming of the Paeonia Peregrina" Spectacle. It is an event that 

wants to achieve three objectives: preserving traditions, preserving biodiversity and 

protecting the Romanian peony. 

Comana Adventure Park features an adventure park with trails for children and 

adults, a zip line across the lake, restaurants, places where fauna and flora can be admired, 

boat rides options, archery and even conferences or other events. 

The next location within the proposed package holiday is Giurgiu, a city with lots to 

offer in terms of the number of tourist attractions which can be enjoied here. There are 81 

attractions classified as historical monuments of different categories and at both levels 

(national and local). Among them, Giurgiu Fortress stands out (14th-18th centuries), located 

west of the Port Road, and the site of "Malu Roşu", where two settlements from the upper 

and lower Paleolithic were found. Remnants of the Turkish Fortress Wall (18th century) also 

stand out, situated behind the lots on Danube and Clock Tower streets (1771) in Union 

Square, a building based on a minaret of an ancient mosque. Two other historical 

monuments of national interest are public monuments: the 19th-century statues "Diana" 

(from the Railway Square) and "Apollo Belvedere" from Park Street, corner-shop with 

Călugăreni Street. 

Tourists can fish on Danube's Ara Arm (6 km from Giurgiu): asp, roach, perch, crucian 

carp, chub, carp, beluga, barbell, bream, zander, common nase, catfish, pickerel. Other 

fishing locations in the area are the Slobozia Ramadan pond where you can fish zander, 

catfish, pickerel; Bălănoaia pond, where you can fish carp, crucian carp; the Oncesti ponds 

where you can fish carp, crucian carp, zander. All these ponds are located 8 km away from 

Giurgiu. Fishing fee is 30 Ron per person / 12 hours. 

There are 9 accommodation units in Giurgiu: 5 hotels, 2 motels, 1 guesthouse and 1 

apartment for rent and 28 dining units. Of these, 4 units offer 3-stars conditions, 4 units 
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offer 2-stars conditions and 1-star unit (the apartment) and a capacity of up to 150 sits. 

Tourists can dine in 28 units. 

The city of Rousse in Bulgaria has 16 tourist attractions (Renaissance Park, 

Renaissance Pantheon, Youth Park, Kurting, National Transport and Communications 

Museum, Monument of Freedom, Art Gallery, City Life Museum, Zahary Stoyanov Museum, 

St. Paul's Cathedral, Prince Batenberg Palace / Regional History Museum, Sexaginta Prista 

(Citadel), Levente Tabia, Riding Center,  West Park Prista, Lesopark Lipnik - Rousse) and 74 

accommodation units. 

The next point within the proposed package holiday is Park Lipnik, 12 km away from 

Rousse, Bulgaria. Lipnik Park covers an area of approximately 20,000 hectares. It is 

considered the largest forest-park in Bulgaria. It is intended to be a recreational natural 

park. Around it, on the hills, many holiday villas and permanent dwellings were built, and 

even companies from Rousse have built buildings in the vicinity of the lake. We also find 

here many restaurants, hotels, playgrounds, facilities for various sports, camping sites, and 

a zoo.  

With all the facilities and all the modern comfort, this area is the preferred place 

for relaxation and tourism for many Rousse inhabitants and not only. Lipnik Park and Lipnik 

Lake offers them, but also to many other tourists who come here from various areas (even 

from other countries), recreation areas, rest, entertainment, well-preserved nature, an 

artificial lake filled with various species of fish. Fishing is very common, but it is well 

controlled by the authorities. The fishing fee is 3 leva. Sports such as kayak-canoe can be 

practiced on the lake, as the lake is quite long; swimming is strictly forbidden. Alleys and 

walking paths are set-up through the dense forest covering the main hill, and on the right 

bank of the lake - the one with the forest - very pleasant camping spots are set-up from 

place to place, hidden in the forest, but with superb views of the lake. 
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The park is also accessible by bus from Rousse, and the journey takes about 20 

minutes.  

To visit Park Lipnik, tourists can spend the night in the city of Rousse. There are 74 

accommodation units here, thus over 1,500 accommodation sits and hotels with up to 4-

stars accommodation conditions, so that tourists can find an option accessible and suitable 

for their personal wishes. There are also 10 restaurants and 16 tourist attractions in Rousse, 

that tourists can visit in the city center. Tourist who don’t want to spend the night in Rousse 

after visiting Park Lipnik, can go to Nikolovo. 

After visiting Ruse, we recommend visiting the locality of Ivanovo together with the 

tourist attractions in this area: the Templars Cemetery, "St. Constantine and Helena" rock-

built monastery, the medieval Bulgarian town of Cherven, the rock-built churches from 

Ivanovo, the Orlova Ciuca Cave, the Royal Thracian Necropolis "Svestari" and the Saint 

Dimitrie Basarabov rock-built monastery. 

The Templars Cemetery - A Necropolis of the Early Christianity Age, located in the 

immediate vicinity of the Nisovo commune, where an ancient road used to pass there. It is 

said it dates back to the XVI - XVIII century. Each funerary stone has a templer's cross and 

inscriptions about the age, social status and even about the deceased's occupation. In 2008, 

during the archaeological excavations of the necropolis, the team led by the renowned 

archaeologist, Professor Nicolai Ovciarov and Reader Bony Pentrunova, the tomb of a 

mother with a child was discovered, where the position of the skeletons completely copies 

the position of the Virgin Mary with the infant Jesus from the Christian icons. According to 

Professor Ovciarov, the discovery is unique, and so far in Bulgaria no other similar discovery 

was found. 

The "St. Constantine and Helena" rock-built monastery is the largest in the Lomian 

basin. It probably dates back to the 9th century. Legends talk of Father Paul, who was 

searching for young painters in the area and giving them shelter at the monastery, where 
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they were painting icons. Under his guidance, the monks would copy books and send them 

to distant countries to celebrate the Bulgarian scriptures. His toil even got to the ears of 

King Ivan-Asen the Second, who visited the monastery and honored him with the title of 

bishop. 

The monastery is composed of a church and a row of sanctums. Inside the church 

were preserved parts of two stone-carved trays, which are the remains of tombs and traces 

of some medieval frescoes. 

The monastery is at a two-hour walk from Nisovo, on the valley of Mali Lom river. 

From here, a great view opens up towards Rousse Nature Park. 

The medieval Bulgarian town of Cherven was one of the most important military, 

economic and ecclesiastic centers in the Second Bulgarian Kingdom (XII-XIV century). In 

1235, it became the residence of the Bulgarian Medieval Metropolitan Church of Cherven. 

Several edifices were discovered during archaeological excavations: a large castle, 

fortress walls, underground water supply systems, public and administrative buildings, 13 

churches, a network of streets, housings and workshops. One of the towers, a three-story 

tower, was preserved entirely. 

The fortress is a national archaeological reserve and is a very popular tourist 

destination with a very good infrastructure. 

The Ivanovo rock-built churches and monks' cells near Ivanovo commune in the 

Rousse region, form a rock-built complex called "St. Michael the Archangel". It was founded 

in the '20s of the 8th century by the monk Ioachim, who later became a patriarch. During 

the entire period of the Second Bulgarian Tsardom, the monastery maintained close ties 

with the royal court from Târnovo. King Ivan Acen himself was the donor of the monastery. 

This unique monument is different from the other rock-built monasteries in Bulgaria, by its 

well-preserved frescoes, which is why UNESCO included it in the list of world-wide cultural 

heritage. 
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The Orlova Ciucă Cave is 28 km away from Nisovo village, north of Pepelina 

commune, in the rocky mountain pass of the Cerni Lom river. Its name comes from the 

crown-shaped cliffs above the entrance of the cave. In the recent past, eagles used to live 

on this cliff. The total length of the galleries is over 13,500 km. By the length of the 

galleries, the cave ranks second in Bulgaria. It impresses with the special beauty of its 

formations. Over 10,000 bats of the common small-bat and the large and small horseshoe-

bat species live in the cave. 

In 1962, the cave was declared a monument of nature. 

The St. Dimitrie Basarabov Monastery is located in the valley of the Rusenski Lom 

river, near the village of Basarbovo, 23 km from Nisovo. The first historical testimonies of 

the monastery date back to the 15th century. Its most important habitant, and eternal 

Abbot of the monastery, is St. Demetrius of Basarabov. The monastery preserves a small 

part of the holy relics of the Saint who founded the monastery. The Basarabov Monastery is 

the only rock-built monastery in Bulgaria that still functions. 

The Sveştari Royal Thracian Necropolis was discovered in 1982 during excavations 

made at Hill no. 7 which is part of the eastern necropolis of the "Sborianovo" archaeological-

historical reserve. It was built in the first quarter of the third century BC., and is a unique 

monument of the Thracian necropoleis architecture. 

Due to its remarkable architecture and artistic beauty, the Necropolis at Svestari is 

included since 1985 in the UNESCO World Heritage List. 

In recent years, other necropolises dug in the ground were discovered in the hills 

surrounding the Great Svestari Hill. 

Another place to fish near Rousse is the Shtraklevo pond. It is about 17 km away 

from Rousse, and the fishing fee is 12-15 leva. This pond is the ideal place where tourists 

can spend their last day from the 7-days route. Here, they can rest and relax on a fishing 

trip after having visited all attractions in Comana, Giurgiu and Rousse. Before or after 
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fishing in Shtraklevo pond, tourists can spend the night in Rousse, where they benefit from 

the accommodation and dining units mentioned in the previous paragraph. 

 

It is necessary that this package is promoted during periods when prohibition is not 

declared, so that fishing enthusiasts can enjoy the specific activities without legal 

constraints. Thus, the package holiday will not be promoted between April 26th and June 

9th inclusive. 
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Package holiday 5. Lupsanu, Călărași Lake, Călărași, Silistra, Antimovo dam and 
Tutrakan 

 

This package holiday addresses all fishing enthusiasts but is more suited for tourist 

groups - families, seniors or young people, organized either informally or within team-

building activities for companies or other organizations. 

This package is recommended for a 3-day stay. We recommend crossing the border 

with the ferry from Calarasi-Silistra border crossing point. It is a package suitable for both 

recreational fishing enthusiasts and not only. Fishing enthusiasts can enjoy a complete 

experience if they stop on the banks of the Danube to fish in the river. For fishermen who 

do not want to spend the night in Antimovo, the most suited recommendation is the city of 

Tutrakan.  

Of the 3 days required for this route, we recommend that Romanian tourists spend 2 

days in Bulgaria and that Bulgarian tourists spend 2 days in Romania. 
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Route 5. Lupsanu, Călărași Lake, Călărași, Silistra, Antimovo dam and Tutrakan 
 

 

In Lupşanu commune, there are the Lupşanu 1 and Lupşanu 2 fishing spots. 

Lupşanu 1 pond has the following fees: 

- Day fishing (06:00 -18: 00) - 70 Ron/ 12h; 

- Night fishing (18:00 - 06:00) - 70 Ron/ 12h; 

- 24h fee - 120 Ron; 

Fish you can keep: 

- the 12h-fishing trip: 5 kg of carp / grass carp and 5 kg of crucian carp, flatfish, 

rudd; 

- the 24h-fishing trip: 8 kg of carp / grass carp and 8 kg crucian carp, flatfish, rudd; 

- carp and grass carp of more than 5 kg is mandatory to be released; the release of 

catches is rewarded with free fishing-trips; 

- You can fish with a maximum 5 fishing gear; 
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Călăraşi Lake is a special bird protection area located in Calarasi county, commune 

of Cuza Voda. It is a natural area spreading over 2,877 ha, in the central eastern part of 

Călărași county, occupying the left bank of the Danube, where the Borcea Arm splits from 

it. Calarasi Lake is located near national road DN31 connecting Călăraşi to Grădiştea.  

Calarasi Lake was declared a protected area in 2004, by GD no. 2151. Since July 

2012, the natural reserve is protected by the Ramsar Convention as a wetland of 

international importance.  

The reserve has many types of habitats: swamps, turbary, rivers, lakes, cultivated 

arable lands, rush-beds and grass lands, which provide favorable living conditions for several 

species of animals, especially migratory birds: winter swan, white stork, black tern, greater 

white-fronted goose, red-breasted goose, Kentish plover, little egret, white egret and many 

other species.  

Relief from the reserve, as well as the protected bird species can give tourists a great 

experience. In addition, fishing enthusiasts can catch carp and crucian carp outside the 

prohibition period. The fishing fee per person is about 60 Ron / 12h. For overnight staying, 

we recommend accommodation in the town of Calarasi, where there are 11 accommodation 

units, with over 200 accommodation sits and 32 dining units. For fishing enthusiasts, we 

recommend accommodation in guesthouses because they provide tourists with fully 

equipped kitchens where they can clean and prepare the fish they catch. Tourists can 

choose from 6 guesthouses.  

 

Calarasi city is known for the Calarasi Danube Festival, which is organized in 

September in Dumbrava Park. The main objective of the festival is to promote fishing as a 

way of relaxation and leisure along the Borcea Arm, which is the main natural attraction of 

Calarasi county. This festival offers popular music concerts and numerous stalls with fish 

dishes.  
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Electronic music enthusiasts can opt for 3SOF Festival. It is organized in Calarasi 

during summer. This festival takes place on 10 km of beach on an island on the Danube, 

near Hotel Baden. The festival includes 3 days of electronic music (deep-house / tech-house 

/ minimal) in nature, away from the world, in the middle of the Danube. More information 

about this festival is available at https://3sof.com/. The coordinates for the seventh edition 

of the 3SOF Festival are as follows: July 27th, 28th and 29th, 2019 in Chiciu Forest near the 

ferry crossing point at Ostrov, Calarasi, Romania. 

Calarasi also hosts the annual "May Flowers" Festival, the International Folklore 

Festival "Hora Mare" and the National Folk Music Festival "Danube's Guitar". 

Borcea Arm, were lies the city of Calarasi, is 99 km long. The Danube ferry-crossing 

point from Calarasi - Silistra is an excellent place for a promenade or to take pictures. At 

the same time, it is a good place for boat trips on the Danube and Borcea Arm. Borcea Arm 

is also an excellent place for fishermen specialized in stream-fishing.  

There are over 30 tourist attractions in Calarasi: Călărași Zoo, Pisica Island, “Păcuiul 

lui Soare” Island/ Ruins of Vicina Fortress, Lower Danube Museum, Archeological Site from 

Călăraşi, "Grădiştea Călăraşi" point, Calarasi Municipal Park, Prefecture Palace, Flower 

Park, Grand Beach, Youth Beach, St. Nicholas Cathedral, Volna Church, Ion Neagu 

Polyvalent Hall, Ion Comşa Stadium, "St. John the Baptist" Church - "Alexe" Church, Barbu 

Ştirbei Hall within the County Culture Center, Statue of Carol I, Heroes Monument, Mihai 

Eminescu's Statue, Bust of Eugen Cialic, Statue of Ionel Bratianu, Ana and Marinache 

Popescu House, Demetriad House (now the County Library), Atanase Petrescu House, Metal 

Statues, Old Post Office, "Holy Paraschiva" wooden church and the building that houses the 

State Archives.  

There are 11 accommodation units in Călărași, with over 200 accommodation sits and 

32 dining units. For fishing enthusiasts, we recommend accommodation in guesthouses 
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because they provide tourists with fully equipped kitchens where they can clean and 

prepare the fish they catch. Tourists can choose from 6 guesthouses. 

 

Silistra or Dârstor (Romanian-Dârstor, Bulgarian-Силистра Silistra, Latin-

Durostorum, Turkish-Silistre) is a port town on the Danube in northeastern Bulgaria. It is 

the administrative center of Silistra District. The city was part of Wallachia during Mircea 

the Elder's reign (probably also during Vlad the Empeller for a short time). It was attached 

to Romania after the Second Balkan War. It was a component part of Romania from 1913 

until 1940, when it was returned to Bulgaria following the Craiova Treaty imposed by the 

Central Powers. 

There are 16 tourist attractions in Silistra ("Durostorum-Drustar-Silistra" National 

Architectural and Archeological Reserve, Silistra Waterside Park, Silistra Archeological 

Museum, Silistra Ethnographic Museum, Mezhidi Tabia Citadel, Srebarna Biosphere Reserve, 

"St. Peter and Paul" Temple, Holy Antiquity Roman Tomb, Roman Villa, Drastar Patriarchal 

Basilica 9th-14th centuries, Northern Fortification Wall, Southern Fortress, Kurshumlu 

Mosque, "Surp Astidzazzin" Armenian Apostolic Church, Jewish Rabbi Eliezer Papo's Tomb 

and the Art Gallery), 11 accommodation units and 25 dining units. The accommodation units 

offer an accommodation capacity of more than 600 sits (in total) and a wide range of 

services, depending on the wishes and financial possibilities of the tourists - both 5-stars 

hotels, and also 1-stars hotels or individual apartments. 

 

 "Antimovo" dam is located 10 kilometers east of Tutrakan (Turtucaia) and in the 

immediate vicinity of Antimovo Inn, being the largest territory in the area. It is located near 

the village of Antimovo, which, despite its superb location on a plateau above the lake, has 

less than 30 inhabitants. Antimovo dam is an excellent fishing spot. Here you can fish for 

carp, crucian carp, cteno, rudd, frog fish, roach or bighead carp for a fee of about 5 leva. 
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Tourists can spend the night in Tutrakan, which offers tourists 4 hotels with over 50 

accommodation sits and 4 dining units. There are 7 tourist attractions in this city: 

Ethnographic Museum - Danube Fishing and Boat Construction, Tutrakan Historical Museum, 

Tutrakan Art Gallery, Antique Castelo - Transmarica, "Ribarski Mahala" Architectural 

Ensemble, Military Grave Memorial Complex and St. Nicholas Cathedral.  

Tutrakan is a Danube-port city in Silistra district, in the northeastern part of Bulgaria. 

The town is on the right bank of the Danube, 58 km east of Rousse and 62 km west of Silistra. 

On the opposite bank lies the Romanian town of Oltenita. This city is recognized for the 

fishermen's district and the entire history of the settlement is closely connected to fishing.  

 

Given the short period necessary for completing the route established within this 

package holiday, we recommend that Romanian tourists spend one night in the Bulgarian 

city of Tutrakan. This way, Romanians can enjoy some extra time spent on Bulgarian 

territory, during which they can further explore the tangible and intangible heritage of the 

area, thus enjoying a complete experience.  

 

It is necessary that this package is promoted during periods when prohibition is not 

declared, so that fishing enthusiasts can enjoy the specific activities without legal 

constraints. Thus, the package holiday will not be promoted between April 26th and June 

9th inclusive. 
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Package holiday 6. Sărulești, Călărași, Silistra, Tutrakan, Antimovo dam, Boblata 
pond 

 

This package holiday addresses all fishing enthusiasts, but is more suitable for tourist 

groups - families, seniors or young people, organized either informally or within team-

building activities for companies or other organizations. 

This package is recommended for a 7-days stay. We recommend crossing the border 

with the ferry from Calarasi-Silistra border crossing point. It is a route suitable for both 

fishing enthusiasts and also tourist who wish for a complete experience (combining tourist 

attractions, discovery of Calarasi or Silistra cities or with the passion for fishing).  

Of the 7 days necessary to complete this route, we recommend that Romanian 

tourists spend 4 days in Bulgaria, and that Bulgarian tourists spend 4 days in Romania. 

Within this route, tourist can also taste the cultural heritage represented by fish 

recipes from Călăraşi (Borcea Arm is recognized for fish borsch and carp stew) or Tutrakan. 

To music or festival enthusiasts, Calarasi offers 5 festivals with folk, traditional 

popular or electronic music.  

Fishing enthusiasts can enjoy a complete experience if they stop on the Danube's 

shore to fish in the river or on the Borcea Arm. Localities included in this route offer both 

recreational fishing locations and also tourist attractions in cities that can be discovered 

during a walk. This route can be extended by adding a visit destined for fishing in the Borcea 

Arm or shortened by eliminating the Boblata pond.  

It is a package holiday ideal and complete for the whole family, as it combines fishing 

with festivals, tourist attractions, natural areas and urban centers. This route is also an 

alternative to a beachfront holiday, seeing that Calarasi alone has 4 beaches.  
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Route 6. Sărulești, Călărași, Silistra, Tutrakan, Antimovo dam, Boblata pond 

 
Lake Sarulesti is recognized worldwide for carp catches. 

Lake Sarulesti (or Big Fish Mecca as it is called by fishermen) is an anthropic lake set-

up on Mostiştea river, about 40 kilometers from Bucharest, in a plain area, within the 

perimeter of Săruleşti commune in Călăraşi county. 

The lake has 420 hectares, is 20 km long (between the dam from Gurbănești and the 

dam of Tămădău), the maximum width reaches 600 meters and the depth of the lake 

reaches, in some places, 11 meters. 

On the bottom of the current lake which is the result of a hydrotechnical error during 

works undertaken between 1983-1987 to make Bucharest a Danube port, lay the Ciofliceni 

and Pavliceni villages, plus hole parts from Săruleşti village, Preasna and Sănduliţa. 

Until the flood, which led to an increase in water level by five meters, there were 

several fish farms in the area, and the action did not allow time to harvest the fish from 

those ponds.  

Therefore, the fish found in Sărulești Lake subsequently benefited from a more 

favorable biotope, and the intensely calciferous water caused the growth of shells, crayfish 
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and snails, a high-protein food that favores the appearance of some giant carp specimens. 

 Apart from the species of predatory fish, such as perch, zander, pickerel and catfish, 

the following species of fish live in Sarulesti lake: cteno, flatfish, crucian carp and roach. 

World records for European carp were established here, a 37.3 kg specimen caught 

by Austriac Christian Baldemeyer and a 34.5 kg specimen of common carp, captured in May 

2001 by Englishman Tim Paisley, and in 2003 Erich Unger established the world record for 

common carp, 34.64 kg. 

Today, there are no accommodation units in Sărulești. The nearest accommodation 

units, that could meet the accommodation necessities of a group, are found in Călărași, 

where there are 11 accommodation units, with over 200 accommodation sits and 32 dining 

units. For fishing enthusiasts, we recommend accommodation in guesthouses because they 

provide tourists with fully equipped kitchens where they can clean and prepare the fish 

they catch. Tourists can choose from 6 guesthouses. 

 

Calarasi city is known for the Calarasi Danube Festival, which is organized in 

September in Dumbrava Park. The main objective of the festival is to promote fishing as a 

way of relaxation and leisure along the Borcea Arm, which is the main natural attraction of 

Calarasi county. This festival offers popular music concerts and numerous stalls with fish 

dishes.  

Electronic music enthusiasts can opt for 3SOF Festival. It is organized in Calarasi 

during summer. This festival takes place on 10 km of beach on an island on the Danube, 

near Hotel Baden. The festival includes 3 days of electronic music (deep-house / tech-house 

/ minimal) in nature, away from the world, in the middle of the Danube. More information 

about this festival is available at https://3sof.com/. The coordinates for the seventh edition 

of the 3SOF Festival are as follows: July 27th, 28th and 29th, 2019 in Chiciu Forest near the 

ferry crossing point at Ostrov, Calarasi, Romania. 
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Calarasi also hosts the annual "May Flowers" Festival, the International Folklore 

Festival "Hora Mare" and the National Folk Music Festival "Danube's Guitar". 

Borcea Arm, were lies the city of Calarasi, is 99 km long. The Danube ferry-crossing 

point from Calarasi - Silistra is an excellent place for a promenade or to take pictures. At 

the same time, it is a good place for boat trips on the Danube and Borcea Arm. Borcea Arm 

is also an excellent place for fishermen specialized in stream-fishing.  

There are over 30 tourist attractions in Calarasi: Călărași Zoo, Pisica Island, “Păcuiul 

lui Soare” Island/ Ruins of Vicina Fortress, Lower Danube Museum, Archeological Site from 

Călăraşi, "Grădiştea Călăraşi" point, Calarasi Municipal Park, Prefecture Palace, Flower 

Park, Grand Beach, Youth Beach, St. Nicholas Cathedral, Volna Church, Ion Neagu 

Polyvalent Hall, Ion Comşa Stadium, "St. John the Baptist" Church - "Alexe" Church, Barbu 

Ştirbei Hall within the County Culture Center, Statue of Carol I, Heroes Monument, Mihai 

Eminescu's Statue, Bust of Eugen Cialic, Statue of Ionel Bratianu, Ana and Marinache 

Popescu House, Demetriad House (now the County Library), Atanase Petrescu House, Metal 

Statues, Old Post Office, "Holy Paraschiva" wooden church and the building that houses the 

State Archives.  

There are 11 accommodation units in Călărași, with over 200 accommodation sits and 

32 dining units. For fishing enthusiasts, we recommend accommodation in guesthouses 

because they provide tourists with fully equipped kitchens where they can clean and 

prepare the fish they catch. Tourists can choose from 6 guesthouses. 

 

Silistra or Dârstor (Romanian-Dârstor, Bulgarian-Силистра Silistra, Latin-

Durostorum, Turkish-Silistre) is a port town on the Danube in northeastern Bulgaria. It is 

the administrative center of Silistra District. The city was part of Wallachia during Mircea 

the Elder's reign (probably also during Vlad the Empeller for a short time). It was attached 

to Romania after the Second Balkan War. It was a component part of Romania from 1913 
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until 1940, when it was returned to Bulgaria following the Craiova Treaty imposed by the 

Central Powers. There are 16 tourist attractions in Silistra ("Durostorum-Drustar-Silistra" 

National Architectural and Archeological Reserve, Silistra Waterside Park, Silistra 

Archeological Museum, Silistra Ethnographic Museum, Mezhidi Tabia Citadel, Srebarna 

Biosphere Reserve, "St. Peter and Paul" Temple, Holy Antiquity Roman Tomb, Roman Villa, 

Drastar Patriarchal Basilica 9th-14th centuries, Northern Fortification Wall, Southern 

Fortress, Kurshumlu Mosque, "Surp Astidzazzin" Armenian Apostolic Church, Jewish Rabbi 

Eliezer Papo's Tomb and the Art Gallery), 11 accommodation units and 25 dining units. The 

accommodation units offer an accommodation capacity of more than 600 sits (in total) and 

a wide range of services, depending on the wishes and financial possibilities of the tourists 

- both 5-stars hotels, and also 1-stars hotels or individual apartments. 

 

"Antimovo" dam is located 10 kilometers east of Tutrakan (Turtucaia) and in the 

immediate vicinity of Antimovo Inn, being the largest territory in the area. It is located near 

the village of Antimovo, which, despite its superb location on a plateau above the lake, has 

less than 30 inhabitants. Antimovo dam is an excellent fishing spot. Here you can fish for 

carp, crucian carp, cteno, rudd, frog fish, roach or bighead carp for a fee of about 5 leva. 

Tourists can spend the night in Tutrakan, which offers tourists 4 hotels with over 50 

accommodation sits and 4 dining units. There are 7 tourist attractions in this city: 

Ethnographic Museum - Danube Fishing and Boat Construction, Tutrakan Historical Museum, 

Tutrakan Art Gallery, Antique Castelo - Transmarica, "Ribarski Mahala" Architectural 

Ensemble, Military Grave Memorial Complex and St. Nicholas Cathedral.  

Tutrakan is a Danube-port city in Silistra district, in the northeastern part of 

Bulgaria. The town is on the right bank of the Danube, 58 km east of Rousse and 62 km west 

of Silistra. On the opposite bank lies the Romanian town of Oltenita. This city is recognized 
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for the fishermen's district and the entire history of the settlement is closely connected to 

fishing.  

Another place for fishing is the Boblata Pond. This pond is not signaled on Google 

Maps, but the following coordinates can be used to reach it: 44.026513, 26.592607. The 

fishing fee is 5 leva. For overnight stay, we also recommend the city of Tutrakan: 4 hotels 

with over 50 accommodation sits and 4 dining units. 

 

It is necessary that this package is promoted during periods when prohibition is not 

declared, so that fishing enthusiasts can enjoy the specific activities without legal 

constraints. Thus, the package holiday will not be promoted between April 26th and June 

9th inclusive. 
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6. Analysis of the proposed package holidays 
 

A total score was calculated for each of the 6 proposed package holidays. Score was 

awarded according to 5 criteria. For each criterion, a score between 1 and 10 was granted, 

where 1 represents the smallest grade and 10 the highest grade. 

The five criteria are: 

1. The total distance measured in km, the shortest route will receive 10 points 

and the longest 2 points. 

2. Diversity of the tourist destinations identified within the route, the route 

with the most diversified objectives (museums, sites, protected natural areas, 

fishing spots, memorial houses, architectonic objectives, ecumenical 

heritage) will receive 10 points.  

3. Diversity of activities, routes which include alternating fishing activities with 

other activities suitable also for non-fishing enthusiasts, will receive a higher 

score (maximum 10 points). 

4. Diverse accommodation units, routes which include diversified 

accommodation units (5, 4, 3 or 2-stars hotels and guesthouses) will receive a 

higher score (maximum 10 points). 

5. Exploitation of the cultural heritage, routes which include a higher no. of 

tourist attractions will receive a higher score (maximum 10 points).  
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Route Distance Diversity of 
tourist 
attractions 

Diversity of 
activities 

Accomm. 
units 

Exploitation 
of cultural 
heritage 

Total score 

1. Suhaia pond, Turnu 
Măgurele, Nikopol and 
Alexander Stamboliiski 
dam 

146 km – 
6 p 

7 p 6 p 7 p 2 p 28 p 

2. Lake Lazar, 
Alexandria, Turnu 
Măgurele, Nikopol, 
Alexander Stamboliiski 
dam, Veliko Tarnovo and 
Yovkovtsi dam 

245 km – 
2 p 

10 p 10 p 10 p 8 p 40 p 

3. Comana, Giugiu, Park 
Lipnik, Nikolovo and 
Rousse  

82 km – 
9 p 

8 p 8 p 8 p 6 p 39 p 

4. Comana, Giurgiu, 
Park Lipnik, Nikolovo, 
Rousse, Ivanovo and 
Shtraklevo 

117 km 
– 8 p 

10 p 10 p 9 p 7 p 44 p 

5. Lupsanu, Călărași 
Lake, Calarasi, Silistra, 
Antimovo dam and 
Tutrakan 

124 km –
8 p 

9 p 9 p 9 p 6 p 41 p 

6. Sărulești, Călărași, 
Silistra, Tutrakan, 
Antimovo dam, Boblata 
pond 

161 km – 
2 p 

9 p 8 p 8 p 6 p 33 p 
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